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Any compact Riemann surface with genus g > 1 has at most 84( g - 1) conformal 
automorphisms. In this paper it is shown that there are just 32 integers g in the 
range 1 < g < 11905 for which there exist compact Riemann surfaces of genus g 
with this maximum possible number of automorphisms. The automorphism group 
of each such surface is isomorphic to a quotient A/N of the (2, 3,7) triangle group 
A = (x, y 1 x2 = y3 = (xy)’ = 1 ), where N is one of 92 proper normal subgroups of 
A with index less than 106. These normal subgroups are found using elementary 
group-theoretic techniques. a? 1987 Academic Press, Inc. 
INTRODUCTION 
A theorem of Hurwitz [1 l] states that a compact Riemann surface with 
genus g > 1 has at most 84( g- 1) conformal automorphisms, that is, 
homeomorphisms of the surface onto itself which preserve the local struc- 
ture. Any such surface S with the maximum possible number of 
automorphisms must be uniformized by a normal subgroup N of the 
(2,3,7) triangle group d = (x, y 1 x2 = y3 = (xy)’ = 1 ), for the latter isthe 
Fuchsian group whose fundamental region has smallest hyperbolic area. 
Moreover, the conformal automorphism group A(S) is then isomorphic to
the quotient A/N and must therefore have a presentation in the form 
A(S)= (x, y 1 x2=y3=(xJg7= ... = 1). Conversely, if G is any nontrivial 
finite quotient of A then there is a compact Riemann surface (of genus 
& 1 G 1 + 1) with the maximum possible number of conformal 
automorphisms, and with G as its automorphism group. For these reasons, 
any finite nontrivial quotient of G is known as a Hurwitz group. 
In this paper we search for the Hurwitz groups of order less than one 
million, and thereby obtain all those integers g in the range 1 < g < 11905 
for which there xist compact Riemann surfaces ofgenus g with maximal 
automorphism group. Our approach is algebraic, n that we consider the 
normal subgroup N of A rather than the surface it uniformizes, butthe 
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techniques u ed to find such groups are elementary (for the most part, 
anyway). The main idea is the following: if G is any Hurwitz group of order 
less than 106, and K is a maximal normal subgroup of G, then the quotient 
G/K is one of the simple Hurwitz groups (the small ones of which are 
known), and the order of K is even further restricted, an  also the structure 
of K can often be determined byconsidering that either K is contained in
the centre Z(G) of G or else the automorphism group Aut K of K contains 
some Hurwitz group (as a subgroup). 
We begin in Sections 1 and 2 with a number of background results hat 
will be referred to later. In most cases these results have appeared 
elsewhere, but either in a form that is too general for our purposes, orscat- 
tered through several works, so we repeat hem in a form that is suitable 
for our immediate use. Section 2 deals especially with Hurwitz groups that 
are simple. The smallest imple Hurwitz group is PSL(2, 7), of order 168, 
the group of Klein’s quartic curve x3y + y3z + z3x = 0. Accordingly, a large 
number of Hurwitz groups of small order have a normal subgroup with 
corresponding quotient isomorphic toPSL(2,7). In Section 3 we consider 
such groups where the normal subgroup is an Abelian group, and in Sec- 
tion 4generalize this to the case where the normal subgroup is soluble. The 
next smallest imple Hurwitz group is PSL(2, 8), of order 504, and Sec- 
tion 5 is devoted to those Hurwitz groups which have a soluble normal 
subgroup with PSL(2, 8) as quotient. Once these cases are classified, t is 
not difficult to find all the remaining Hurwitz groups or order less than 
106, and so in Section 6 we complete the list of all these groups (together 
with the number of distinct Riemann surfaces onwhich they act maximally, 
and the associated genus of each such surface). 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
We adopt standard group-theoretic notation, asused by Gorenstein 
[S], and also we shall often refer to [8] as a source of background results, 
although the reader is expected to be familiar with elementary aspects of 
group theory such as Sylow’s theorem, solubility criteria and so on. 
Propositions 1 and 3 (below) deal with certain properties of ome or all 
Hurwitz groups: 
PROPOSITION 1. Suppose G is a Hurwitz group. Then 
(a) G is perfect (and therefore insoluble), and
(b) G has a maximal normal subgroup K such that G/K is a non- 
Abelian simple Hurwitz group, and 
(c) 1 G 1 is divisible by 84. 
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These facts are proved in [lS], more or less as follows: First he (2, 3, 7) 
triangle group A has no nontrivial Abelian quotient, for if x and y com- 
mute then the relations x2 = y2 = (xv)’ = 1 collapse tox = y = 1. It follows 
that G/G’ must be trivial, hence G = G’ (i.e., G is perfect). Moreover G can- 
not be soluble for it has no composition series with Abelian factors. Next, if 
K is any maximal normal subgroup of G then G/K is simple, and, being 
also anontrivial quotient ofA, must also be a Hurwitz group. The last part 
(c) is a consequence ofHurwitz’s theorem-although itcan be proved quite 
easily by a straightforward argument, as in [4] or [lS]. 
PRopos1T10~ 2. The abstract group (2, 3,7; m) defined by (2,3,7; m) = 
(x, y 1 x2 = y3 = (xy)’ = (xy-‘~y)~ = 1) is finite whenever m < 8. In par- 
ticular, (2, 3, 7; m) is 
(a) trivial when m = 1, 2, 3 or 5, 
(b) isomorphic to PSL(2,7) when m = 4, 
(c) isomorphic to PSL(2, 13) when m=6 or 7, 
(d) an extension by PSL(2,7) f o an elementary Abelian 2-group of 
order 64 when m = 8. 
These assertions aremade in [21, 5, 131, and may also be verified easily 
using a coset enumeration program (should the reader be interested). 
The next few propositions concern the situations where G is a group con- 
taining anAbelian ormal subgroup K such that G/K is isomorphic toone 
of the linear fractional groups PSL(2, q) or to the first ofJanko’s imple 
groups, J, . Here K L Co(K), and also G/K is simple, so we know either 
K= C,(K) or C,(K) = G. 
In the first case, G/K is isomorphic na natural way to a subgroup of 
Aut K, and if K is an elementary Abelian p-group then GfK can be regar- 
ded as a group of linear transformations of a vector space over the field Z,
with p elements (see Sect. 2.6 of [S]). This leads us to consider modular 
representations of the groups PSL(2, q), but fortunately a lthat we need is 
the following result: 
PROPOSITION 3. Suppose the group PSL(2, q) has a faithful irreducible 
representation on a vector space V of dimension over the field Z,,. Then 
(a) if q = 7 and p = 2, then n = 3 or 8 (so 1 VI = 23 or 28), 
(b) ifq=8 andp=2, then n>6 (so 1 Vl~2~), 
(c) ifq=8 andp#2, then nB7 (so (VI ap7), 
(d) ifq=13 andp=3, then n27 (so I VI 23’). 
These facts can probably be proved by straightforward means, however 
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it is easier to glean them from a beautiful paper [ 1 ] by R. Burkhardt on 
the modular decomposition matrices ofthe groups PSL(2, q). For example, 
Burkhardt’s work shows that in characteristic 2 hegroup PSL(2,8) has 
eight distinct irreducible representations, of degrees 1, 2, 2, 2, 4, 4, 4, and 8 
respectively, but as those of degree 2or 4 must be written i GF(8) in order 
for there to exist 7th roots of unity, one needs at least 6 dimensions in 
order to write a faithful representation over the field 2,. 
In other case, namely where C,(K) = G, we have KE Z(G). Now if also 
Kc G’, this leads us to consider the Schur multiplier of the group G/K. We 
refer the reader to Sections 23-25 of Chapter V of Huppert’s book [ 10) for 
background material onSchur multipliers, and in particular fo verification 
of the next result: 
PROPOSITION 4. Suppose G is any group with a normal subgroup K such 
that KE G’ n Z(G) and G/Kg PSL(2, q) for some prime-power q with q > 4 
and q # 9. Then 
(a) zf q is even then K is trivial nd G g SL(2, q) E PSL(2, q), 
(b) if q is odd then 1 KI = 1 or 2 and G z PSL(2, q) or SL(2, q) 
accordingly. 
Finally there is a corresponding result for the Janko group J1 (the simple 
group of order 175560): 
PROPOSITION 5. The Schur multiplier of J, is trivial. That is, if G is any 
group with a normal subgroup K such that K E G’ n Z(G) and G/Kg J, , then 
K is trivial (and so G g J1). 
This was proved in [ 123 by Janko himself. 
2. SIMPLE HURWITZ GROUPS 
Relatively few of the non-Abelian simple groups are known to be 
quotients ofthe (2, 3, 7) triangle group. Some possibilities can easily be 
eliminated using part (c) of Proposition 1, or by character-theoretic 
arguments for example. For our purposes, however, enough has already 
been achieved. 
PROPOSITION 6. The linear fractional group PSL(2, q) is a Hurwitz 
group tf and only if either 
(a) q=7 or 
(b) q=pfor someprimep= kl (mod7) or 
(c) q = p3 for some prime p E + 2 or + 3 (mod 7). 
481/108/l-14 
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Moreover, in cases (a) and (c) there is (up to isomorphism) just one compact 
Riemann surface on which the group acts maximally, while in case (b) there 
are 3 such surfaces for each value of q. 
In fact Macbeath proved (in [16]) that whenever 7divides the order of 
PSL(2, q) then that group contains a subgroup which is Hurwitz, and all 
such subgroups are isomorphic. 
PROPOSITION 7. The alternating group A,, is a Hurwitz group for all 
n 3 168, and for all but 64 integers n in the range 1 <n < 167. 
We gave this result in [3], although it is largely based on an 
unpublished theorem by Graham Higman. Incidentally, there is an unfor- 
tunate rror in [3]: the integer 139 is missing from the list of integers n 
which do not satisfy the inequality [n/2] +2[n/3] + 6[n/7] 22n-2; in 
particular A l 39 is not a Hurwitz group. 
Next, it is known that Janko’s simple group J, is a Hurwitz group. This 
was proved by Graham Higman in [9], using a character-theoretic 
argument, and was also proved independently in [19] by Chih-han Sah, 
who noticed that the only perfect nontrivial proper subgroups of J, are 
(isomorphic to) PSL(2, 5) and PSL(2, ll), neither of which is a Hurwitz 
group. 
Similarly the Hall-Janko group J, (the simple group of order 604800) 
has been shown to be Hurwitz, almost as an afterthought in a paper [6] 
by Finkelstein andRudvalis. 
Apart from the above, also certain of the Ree groups are Hurwitz (see 
[19]), but these will not concern us in this paper. We shall consider only 
the simple Hurwitz groups of small order. 
Now all simple groups of order less than lo6 are known, and indeed 
their subgroup structure and character tables are described insome detail 
by Fischer and McKay in [7] and [17]. In particular, thesimple groups 
with order divisible y 84 (but less than one million) are as follows: 
Alternating: 
Lie type: 
Sporadic: 
A,, A,, and 4, 
PSL(2, q) for various q,
P=J(3,3), 
PSU3,4), 
P=J(3,5), 
J, (Janko), 
MZ2 (Mathieu), 
J, (Hall-Janko). 
The three alternating groups can be eliminated immediately, as a con- 
sequence of the classification given in [3]. Next, Proposition 6 tells us 
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precisely when the group PSL(2, q) is a Hurwitz group, and we know 
already that J, and J2 are Hurwitz groups, so there are just four groups left 
to consider. In fact hese four, namely PSU(3, 3), PSL(3,4), PSU(3, 5) and 
Mzz, can all be eliminated, using fairly elementary methods (see [4]). For 
instance, inspection fthe character table of the group PSU(3,3), using 
Theorem 4.2.12 from [8], shows that given any element uof order 7in this 
group, there are precisely seven pairs (x, y) with x having order 2, and y 
having order 3 and xy= U. On the other hand, the same is true in the 
group PSL(2,7), which is known (cf. [73) to be isomorphic toa subgroup 
of PSU(3,3). Since all cyclic subgroups of order 7 in PSU(3, 3) are con- 
jugate (by Sylow’s theorem), it follows that every Hurwitz subgroup of 
PSU(3, 3) is isomorphic toPSL(2, 7). In particular, PSU(3, 3) itself isnot 
a Hurwitz group (and this refutes the suggestion made by Chih-han Sah in 
C191). 
Thus we know exactly which of the simple groups of order less than lo6 
are Hurwitz groups. Now in fact his knowledge could be obtained from 
computational results stated in a paper [18] by McKay and Young. In 
that paper, a printout (on microfiche) is given with minimal generating 
pairs for all the simple groups of order less than 106, other than the groups 
PSL(2, q). It is clear from their definition of “minimal” that in this print- 
out, only the groups J, and J, are quotients ofthe (2, 3,7) triangle group. 
Furthermore, asthey find that J, and J2 have precisely 7 and 5 distinct 
presentations in the form 
TABLE I 
Simple Hurwitz Groups of Order Less Than lo6 
Hurwitz group G Genus g Number of distinct surfaces 
PSL(2,7) 3 
PSL(2,8) 7 
PSL(2,13) 14 
PSL(2,27) 118 
PSL(2,29) 146 
PSL(2,41) 411 
PSL(2,43) 474 
J, 2091 
PSL(2,71) 2131 
PSL(2,83) 3404 
PSL(2,97) 5433 
J2 7201 
PSL(2,113) 8589 
PSL(2, 125) 11626 
1 
1 
3 
1 
3 
3 
3 
7 
3 
3 
3 
5 
3 
1 
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it follows that here are respectively 7 and 5 compact Riemann surfaces on
which J, and J2 act maximally. 
Putting all this together, we summarize the situation for simple Hurwitz 
groups of order less than lo6 in Table 1. The table gives (for each such 
group G) the associated genus g and the number of distinct Riemann sur- 
faces on which G acts as a group of 84( g- 1) conformal automorphisms. 
Note that he genus g takes 14 different values in the range 1 < g < 11905, 
and there are 40 distinct normal subgroups of the (2, 3,7) triangle group A 
with simple quotient of order less than one million. 
3. HURWITZ EXTENSIONS OF ABELIAN GROUPS BY PSL(2,7) 
The calculations i  this ection depend heavily on information given by 
John Leech in [14]. We repeat he important facts below. 
Let x and y denote the usual generators ofthe (2,3,7) triangle group A, 
and put A = y - lxyx and B = (xY)~. Then the presentation f rA becomes 
Now put a, = A4, and define ai for 1~ i < 6 by ai = Bpiao B’. These 
elements ai (0 < i< 6) generate the normal subgroup N of A for which 
A/NE PSL(2,7). Moreover, the element A acts by conjugation the ai 
(0 < i < 6) as follows: 
A-la,A=u,, 
A-‘u,A =U6, 
A-‘~,A=u;~u-’ 6 3 
A-‘u,A=u-’ 2 9 
A~‘u,A=u,‘u;‘u,‘, 
A-‘usA=a,‘, 
A-‘u,A=u,~u~~ 1 ) 
and the generators ofN satisfy the relations ~6u5u4u~u2u,u0 = 1 and 
u6u3u0u4u1u5u2 = 1. Eliminating the redundant generator a6from these, 
we obtain the additional relation 
a; ‘a; ‘a, +z4 -‘u,‘u;‘u,u4u3u*u’u0 = 1,
but apart from this relation the remaining generators are independent. 
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Using these facts, plus little more than linear algebra, Jeffrey Cohen 
proved the following in[23. 
PROPOSITION 8. Let {pi} 1 GiGs and {qj} 1$ js I be (possibly empty) dis- 
joint sequences of distinct prime numbers such that pi E 0, 1,2 or 4 
(modulo7)for l<i<s. Also let {li}l<i<s, {mi}l<i<s, and {nj}l<j<r be 
sequences of nonnegative integers uch that li < mi for 1 <i < s, with 
li = mi - 1 if pi = 7. Then there is a Hurwitz group G with the following 
properties: 
(a) if pi # 7 then G has normal subgroups Hi,, and Hi,, which are 
Abelian of types (pf, pf, p!) and (py, ~7: py); and which intersect trivially, 
while 
(b) if pi = 7 then G has a normal subgroup Hi,2 which is Abelian of 
type (7’1, 7’1, 7’1, 7”: 7”: 7”1), and 
(c) tf 1 <j< t then G has a normal subgroup Kj which is Abelian of 
type (qjt q:‘, q,“, q$ q,“‘, qin,), and 
(d) iflvis thedirectproduct n,.i.,(Hi,, ~H,,~)xn,.~.,K~(where 
Hi,, = 1 ifp, = 7), then GfKr PSL(2,7). 
Moreover, the number of distinct normal subgroups N of the (2,3,7) 
triangle group A such that AJN FZ G is 2”+’ tf pi = 7 for some i, or 2” 
otherwise. 
Conversely, every Hurwitz group which is an extension of an Abelian 
group by PSL(5 7) arises in this way. 
It is now a simple matter to deduce that if G is any Hurwitz group of 
order less than lo6 and containing a nontrivial Abelian ormal subgroup K
with G/Kg PSL(2,7), then 1 KI must be one of 23, 26, 29, 2’*, 36, 73, 113, 
2336, or 2373, for these are the only allowable values less than 106/168 (i.e., 
less than 5953). On the other hand, given any such value for IK(, the 
proposition ensures the existence ofone or more Hurwitz groups with this 
property, and with the structure ofthe corresponding normal subgroup K
being determined by some appropriate choice of the integer sequences 
{pi}, (qj}, and so on. For example, if 1 KI = 2’*, we can have either s = 1 
and t=O withp, =2, 1, =O, m, =4, or s=l and t=O withp, =2, 1, =l, 
m, = 3, or s = 0 and t = 1 with q1 = 2 and n, = 2, giving three non- 
isomorphic possibilities for K, namely (C,6)3 and (C,)’ x(C,)’ and (C,)“, 
respectively. (Here the notation ( C,)S denotes the direct product of s copies 
of the cyclic group of order .) 
We summarize our conclusions in Table II, each row of which 
corresponds toa distinct Hurwitz group. Note that there are exactly 13 
such groups (of order less than 106) with an appropriate normal subgroup, 
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TABLE II 
Hurwitz Groups with Abelian Normal Subgroup K of 
Order Less Than 5953 and Quotient PSL(2, 7) 
Normal subgroup K Genus g Number of distinct surfaces 
(C,)’ 17 
(W 129 
(Cd’ 129 
(C,Y 687 
(Cd’ 1025 
(Cd3 x(Cd3 1025 
(C,Y 1459 
(c,,)z 2663 
(C*Y x(C,T 5489 
(Cl,)’ 8193 
(CA3 x(Cd3 8193 
(Cd6 8193 
(Cd3 x(Cd6 11665 
2 
1 
2 
1 
2 
2 
1 
2 
2 
2 
2 
1 
2 
and we obtain a further 9 values for the genus g, and 22 more Riemann 
surfaces with maximal automorphism group. 
The cases where K is a 2-group will become crucial inthe next section, 
when we generalize to the situation where K is soluble. Indoing this, we 
must draw a little more from Cohen’s paper, or, alternatively, consider how 
the corresponding Hurwitz groups are obtained from the (2, 3, 7) triangle 
group, in terms of the elements ai (0 < i 6 6) defined earlier. 
It is clear from [2] that there is just one such Hurwitz group of order 
1344, and that his group has two presentations in the form 
(A,Bl B7=(AB)z=(A-1B)3=A*= ... =l), 
one in which the relation a,ai+ ia,, 3 = 1 is satisfied (for one, indeed all 
values of i modulo 7) and the other in which a,a,+ ,ai+ 5= 1 holds. (Note 
that if such a relation issatisfied forone value of i, then conjugation by
powers of B shows the same relation holds for all values of i modulo 7.) 
Also as K has order 8, we see that conjugation by B permutes the 7 non- 
trivial elements of Kin a cycle, and in fact he same is true for any element 
of order 7in this Hurwitz group (since bySylow’s theorem all subgroups of 
order 7 are conjugate). 
Next, in the case where Kz(C,)~, we get either ~~a~+iu~+~u?+~= 1 or 
ui”~+~ui+5u?+2= 1 being satisfied. The comments following Corollary 4 in 
[2] actually imply that either a,‘a,u$, = 1 or u~~u@z~ = 1. But the first 
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of these gives a;‘a,a~a, = 1 (upon conjugation by B-l), therefore 1 =
(a; 1u,u~u,)2 = u~*u~u$z~ = u;*u~u~ since K has exponent 4, and this in turn 
gives 1=u~~u,u~u 2 3 =“Oulu3uOu2 - 0 1 3 6’ * * a a a u2In the same way, the relation 
a; 1u@z3 = 1 implies 1= u,u,u,u~, whence conjugation by Be2 yields 
u,u,u,u~= 1, and so on. 
Similarly, when KE (C,)’ we have either uiui+,ui+3u,~26= 1 or 
ui”i+lai+5ui+2 -* = 1 (as well as a; = 1 of course). These relations can be 
obtained by direct means, or from [2] using the fact hat 2 and 5 are the 
zeros of the polynomial IX* + a + 2 modulo 8. 
Finally, if Kg ( C2)3 x (C,)3 then we have ~4 = 1 plus either 
a’& I r+,uf+3=l or u~u~+,u~+,= 1. The proof is again straightforward. 
To complete this ection, we digress lightly, andconsider generally the 
situation where PSL(2,7) acts as a group of automorphisms ofan elemen- 
tary Abelian group T of order 8. Suppose A and B are generators of
P&5(2,7) such that B’= (AB)* = (A -1B)3 = A4 = 1. As the element A has 
order 4, it must fix one of the nontrivial elements of T, say to, and we may 
define the remaining ontrivial elements of T by ti = tf-, for 1 6 i < 6 (since 
B has order 7). The product of these lements ti is fixed by B and must 
therefore b trivial: tot, t2t3 t4t5t6 = 1. Well, now define ;l; and pi (for 
061’66) by li = titi+,ti+3and pi = titi+,t,+5. Ifp. is nontrivial then the 
elements pi must be the same as the ti (in some order), asthey too are per- 
muted in a 7-cycle by B, and thus we find 
= t.t. t I r+l r+2 t- t- t. t. r+3 r+4 r+S rf6 = 1. 
On the other hand if lo is nontrivial then the Ai are the same as the ti and 
we similarly find Ail;+ ,&+s = 1, whence p, = tjti+ 1 ti+s = 1. Hence either 
titi+lti+3 = 1 for all i, or titi+, ti+s = 1 for all i. (This of course tallies with 
the observations made earlier.) Now also PSL(2,7) has no subgroup of 
index 2, so all its elements act as even permutations on T. In particular the
element A must permute the ti (with 1 < i < 6) in a 2-cycle and a 4-cycle, 
fixing to. It is clear that if, say, tj and t, make up the 2-cycle, then their 
product is fixed by A, and in that case t, tk = to. Also we know that tiB = 
t:= t,, but AB is an involution, so this implies tfB = to, whence tf = t,. It 
now follows that if titi+, ti+ 3 = 1, then since the only ways to write to as a 
product of two other elements of T are as t, t,, t, t, or t4 t,, we must have t4 
and t, as the components of the 2-cycle ofA; and from this it is easy to see 
that AB fixes t, and interchanges t, with t,, so that the permutation 
induced by A is (to)(tl, t6, t,, t2)(t4, ts). On the other hand, if 
titi+lti+S = 1 then a similar gument shows that (to)(tl, t,, t,, t4)(t2, t3) 
is the permutation i duced by A on T. We shall refer back to these per- 
mutations later. 
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4. HURWITZ EXTENSIONS OF SOLUBLE GROUPS BY PSL(2,7) 
In this ection we make extensive use of the properties of the elements a, 
(0 < i < 6) defined in Section 3. 
Suppose G is any Hurwitz group which contains a normal subgroup K
such that G/Kr P&5(2,7) and K is soluble. We argue in terms of the 
length of the derived series ofthe group K (see Sect. 2.4 of [8]). If K has 
derived length 1, then K is Abelian and so Proposition 8 applies. Therefore 
we suppose that he derived length is 2 or more, and in particular that K’ is 
nontrivial. 
If K’ is Abelian, that is, if the derived length is 2, there are two 
possibilities, whichwe can distinguish n terms of the subgroup C,(K). 
First, ifC,(K) = G then R E Z(G), and it turns out in this case that K’ is 
cyclic of order 3 (and that 36 divides the order of K/R). On the other 
hand, if C,(K) is a proper subgroup of G then the quotient G/C,(r) must 
be a Hurwitz group. As K’ is a characteristic subgroup of K and therefore 
normal in G (see Theorem 2.1.2 in [S] ), it follows that G/C,(K’) is also 
isomorphic toa subgroup of Aut K’, by a standard argument (see Sect. 2.6 
of [S]). In this case we get bounds on the order of K’, and it turns out that 
K has to be a 2-group (if G is to have order less than one million). 
LEMMA. If G is any Hurwitz group containing a normal subgroup K such 
that G/Kg PSL(2,7) and also such that K’ is a nontrivial subgroup of Z(G), 
then 1 K’( = 3 and 1 K/K 1 is divisible by 36. 
Proof Suppose G is generated by the elements x and y satisfying 
x2 = y3 = (xy)’ = 1, and define A, B, and a, (for 0< i < 6) in terms of x and 
y as we did in Section 3. By hypothesis K’s Z(G), so if a, b, c E K then 
[a, bc] = [a, c] [a, b] = [a, b] [a, c] and [ab, c] = [a, c][b, c] and also 
[a’, b”] = [a, b]” for all integers  and s (see Sect. 2.2 of 183). It follows 
that he subgroup K’ can be generated bythe elements of the form [ai, aj], 
since the elements ai(0 6 i < 6) obviously generate the group K. But now 
[ai, a,] = [B-‘a, B’, B-jai_ ;ti] = B-‘[a,, aj- j] B’= [a,, ajpi] since 
K’ c Z(G), therefore K’ is generated bythe elements [a,, ak] for 0 <k < 6. 
Well, let u= [a,,, a,] and v = [a,, aJ and w = [a,, a3]. Then [ao, aJ = 
L 
a4, a,]-‘= [ao, a,]-‘= w-‘, and similarly [a,,a,]=v-’ and 
a,, a,] = u-‘, and of course [ao, a,] s 1, so K’ = (u, v, w ). Next, con- 
jugating byA we obtain 
u=A-‘uA=A-‘[ao,a,]A=A-‘[a,,a,]A=[A-’a,A,A-’a,A] 
= [a;‘a;‘, a;‘] = [a;‘, a,‘][a;‘, a;‘] = [a,, a2][a,, a*] 
= [a,, a,][a,, a3] = w-lw = 1 
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and 
u=A-‘uA=A-‘[u,,a,]A=A-‘[a,,a,]A=[A-’a,A,A-’u,A] 
=[&,,a,‘]=[ U6, a,] -’ = [a,, UJ -’ = w-l, 
hence K’ is cyclic, being generated by W. Moreover, using the now 
known facts that uj commutes with a,+, and that [ai, ui+J = w = 
[ai, U~+~] -’ for all i, together with the identity ub= bu[u, b], the 
relation u;1u;1u~1uq1u~1u~1u5u~u~u~uiu0 = 1 can be rewritten as 
a2 -1u;1u;‘u~‘u~1u~1u,u,u,u,u,u2www-1ww=  and so collapses to 
w3 = 1. Therefore K’is cyclic of order 3. Finally we notice that his implies 
[ai, $1 = [.zi, ai]’ = 1 for all i, j, whence u;EZ(K) for all j. But the 
elements uj are conjugate under the action of B, and so they all have the 
same order, say m. As K is non-Abelian, their cubes u,’ cannot generate K,
therefore m has to be a multiple of 3. In particular, 3 divides the index 
1 K : Z(K) 1, and so divides 1K/K’ 1, as K’ s Z(K). But K/K’ is Abelian, 
therefore 1 K/K’1 must be divisible by 36, following Proposition 8. This 
completes the proof. 
In our case, the restriction that ( G I < lo6 means that 168 I K/K’\ 3 = 
I G/K1 1 K/K’1 (K’I < 106, so I K/K’1 < 1985, and this forces K/K’ to have 
order 36 exactly. (Note that he only other possibility from Table II is that 
I K/K’ I = 2336, but this is too large.) Consequently the lemma gives just one 
Hurwitz group of order less than 106, and this is an extension byPSL(2,7) 
of an extra-special group of order 3’ (see section 5.3 of [S]). In that the 
presentation 
(A, B, w 1 (FIB)‘= (A -1B)3 = B’= .412 = [A4, B-‘A4B] 
= w[A4, B-‘A4B2] = W-‘[A4, B-3A4B3] 
=[A,w]=[B,w]=l) 
defines a group of order 367416 (a claim that may be checked using acoset 
enumeration program), or noting that no stronger relation isforced by the 
known properties of the generators ui given by Leech in [ 141, such a group 
does exist. Moreover, it gives rise to just one new surface, ofgenus 4375. 
(In fact he lemma can be used to produce an infinite family of Hurwitz 
groups, each with centre of size 3, but we do not pursue this matter here.) 
Suppose now that G is any Hurwitz group (of order less than 106) with a 
normal subgroup K such that GfK E PSL(2,7), and R is Abelian but not 
central inG. Then Aut R contains a subgroup isomorphic to G/C,(R), 
which is a Hurwitz group, and indeed the latter g oup must have PSL(2,7) 
as a quotient (since this is the only insoluble composition factor of G). In 
particular K’ must have an automorphism of order 7, so I K’ ( 2 8, which in 
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turn forces 1 G/K’ 1 < 125000 and then 1 K/K’1 < 745. As K/K' is Abelian, we
obtain from the results ofSection 3 that 1 K/K'1 = 23, 26, 29, 3'j or 73. 
If 1 K/K' 1 = 36 then we must have I K’ I = 8, and, moreover, K’ has to be 
Abelian of type (2,2,2) in that case (in order to have an automorphism 
of order 7). Letting Q be a Sylow 3-subgroup of K, it is clear that Q 
centralizes K’,indeed G/C&K') E Aut K’ g PSL(2, 7), and this means 
that K= C,(K), in other words K’ E Z(K). In particular, s 1 KI = 
IK/K'I (K’(=3623=)Ql IK’I we find K=QK', and as Q is Abelian it 
follows that K is Abelian, contrary to hypothesis. Hence I K/K'1 # 36. 
If I K/K’/ = 73, then we can apply a similar argument o the Hurwitz 
group G/L, where L is any proper subgroup of K’ chosen maximal subject 
to being normal in G. The maximality of L implies that K'/L is charac- 
teristically simple, and as K'/L is Abelian it must therefore b elementary 
Abelian of prime power order (by Theorem 2.1.4 of [S] ). Also it is easy to 
see that (G/L)/(K/L) z GJKzPSL(2,7), and that (K/L)‘= K'/L, which has 
index 73 in K/L, and therefore the above lemma ensures that (K/L)' is not 
central inG/L. Now a comparison of orders tells us I K/L I < 18, so for 
Aut(K’/L) to contain some Hurwitz group we must have I K/L I = 23 or 24, 
hence K'/L is an elementary Abelian 2-group. Letting Q/L be a Sylow 
7-subgroup of K/L, we find Q/L centralizes K/L; but also Q/L is Abelian, 
and so K/L, being the product of Q/L and K/L, is also Abelian. Inpar- 
ticular, (K/L)' is trivial,  contradiction. He ce I K/K' I # 73. 
Thus I K/K’1 = 23, 26 or 29, that is, KjK' is a 2-group. 
In fact also K’ must be a 2-group, as we now proceed to show. 
Assume I K’I is divisible y some odd prime r. Then since K’ is Abelian, 
we may choose aproper subgroup L of K’ which is maximal subject tothe 
conditions that L is normal in G and K/L is an r-group. Again maximality 
of L ensures that K/L is characteristically simp e, and therefore elementary 
Abelian (by Theorem 2.1.4 of [8] ). On the other hand, the index of K/L in 
K/L is just IK/K’I, a power of 2, so just as before, the lemma implies that 
K/L cannot be central inG/L. Hence we might as well suppose that L is 
trivial (or, equivalently, replace G by G/L until we obtain the desired con- 
tradiction). I  this case if Q is any Sylow 2-subgroup of K, then Q r K/K', 
and therefore K = K’Q, the product of an Abelian r-group and an Abelian 
2-group. AsK is non-Abelian, this means Q cannot centralize K’.Hence the 
quotient G/C,(K’) must be an extension by PSL(2,7) of an Abelian 
2-group which is nontrivial. In particular, 1 G/C&K’) I is divisible y 1344, 
by the results ofSection 3. But also G/C,(K) is isomorphic toa subgroup 
of Aut K’, and K’ is an elementary Abelian r-group. Well, suppose K’ has 
order ". Then as K’ can be regarded as a vector space of dimension n over 
the field Z,, we know that Aut K’ is isomorphic tothe general linear group 
GL(n, r). Further, every perfect subgroup of the latter g oup consists only 
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of transformations of determinant 1 (since all commutators have deter- 
minant l), and so our Hurwitz group G/C,(K’) must be isomorphic toa 
subgroup of the special linear group SL(n, r). Thus 1344 divides the order 
of SL(n, r), namely r”(n-‘)‘2 n GkGn (rk - 1). For this to happen we need 
r” to be at least 36 (following an easy calculation). O  the other hand 
r” < 745, since 8r” < I Q I I K’l = 1 K( < 5953, so in fact 36 is the only 
possibility for1 K’l. Now the inequality 1 Q I I K’I < 5953 forces IQ I < 9, 
hence Q is Abelian of type (2, 2,2). Also it follows that K’ is self-cen- 
tralizing, so G/K’ acts faithfully on K’. We obtain a contradiction as 
follows. Let G denote the Hurwitz group G/K’, let P be any subgroup of G -- 
of order 7, and let Q be the subgroup K/K’. Now form the product J= QP. 
As any element of order 7 in the Hurwitz group G (of order 1344) must 
conjugate he 7 nontrivial elements of the normal 2-subgroup Q in a cycle, 
the group J is a Frobenius group with elementary Abelian kernel Q and 
cyclic complement P (see Sect. 2.7 of [S]). Also J acts faithfully on K’, 
which can be regarded as a vector space of dimension 6 over the field Z,, 
and this action is irreducible, since no proper subgroup of K’ has an 
automorphism of order 7. Hence the conditions ofTheorem 3.4.3 in [S] 
are satisfied (noting finally that Z, has a primitive square root of unity, 
namely -1). But the proof of this theorem shows that as a vector space, K 
is a direct sum of exactly seven Q-invariant subspaces, and in particular 
) K’ 1 is at least 37. This is of course nonsense! 
Thus no such odd prime rexists. In other words, K’ has to be a 2-group. 
As also K/K’ is a a-group, we find that K is a 2-group as well. 
Before continuing, we introduce some further notation. First, let A and B 
be generators for G satisfying (AB)’ = (A ~ ‘B)3 = B7 = 1, and define the 
elements a, (for 06 i< 6) as before. Now put uj = [a,, ai+ ,] and ui = 
[a,,a,+,] and UJ;= [a,,~~,,] for Odi<6. These are elements of the 
Abelian group K’, and as such they commute with each other; also it 
should be noted that [a;, u,+~] = w;J4 and [ai, a;,,] =u;+is and 
[a,, u;+~] = u,;‘~ for all i(modulo 7, of course). 
Suppose now that I K/K’1 = 29. There are two possibilities here: either 
K/K’ E (C,)’ or K/K’ E (C,)’ x(C,)‘. Inboth cases the condition I G I < lo6 
forces (K’ I < 12, whence K’ has to be elementary Abelian of order 8 (by 
our earlier comments). In particular Aut K’ E PSL(2, 7) and so it follows 
that K= C,(K’), in other words K’ E Z(K). This means that whenever a, b, 
c E K we have [a, hc] = [a, b] [a, c] and [a’, b”] = [a, h]” for all integers  
and s, just as in the proof of the lemma. Consequently K’can be generated 
by the elements ui and ui and wi (for 0<i< 6). Moreover, we can deter- 
mine the effect ofconjugation bythe element A on these generators ofK’, 
as follows. First, A acts by conjugation the generators a,of K in the 
same way as described atthe beginning of Section 3, since this property is 
preserved under the appropriate homomorphism from the triangle group A 
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to the Hurwitz group G. Hence for example, A - ‘u, A = A -‘[a,, aj] A = 
[A- ‘a,A, A-‘a,A] = [u,‘u,‘, a,‘] = [a,‘, u;‘][a,‘, a;‘] = 
[a,, a51 -‘[a,, a,] = w; ‘w6, using the above properties of commutators in 
K. Similar calculations give the conjugates ofthe remaining u,, as well as 
the oi and u’~. In fact 
A-&A =t.-’ 6 ) 
A-‘Z4,A=US, 
A -l&A = w;‘w 69 
A -‘u3A = up&w,’ 
A-‘u,A=w,‘u u-1’ 34 3 
A-‘u,A = w,w,‘, 
A-‘u,A=uo, 
and 
Aplv,A = u5&, 
A~‘u,A=w,‘, 
A~‘u,A=v~v&u~w;~, 
A-‘u,A=oz, 
Ap104A = u~w~~u;~u~v~, 
A-‘u,A=w,‘, 
Ap’v6A = u6u6, 
and 
A-‘w,A=u,‘, 
A-‘w,A=u,‘w 39 
A-‘w,A=uqluql, 
A-‘w,A =qy’u-’ 
I 3 
A-‘w,A=w ou;l, 
A-‘w,A=u,‘, 
A -‘w,A = v;‘u~‘w;‘u~‘. 
The additional relation given in Section 3 is also satisfied, butthis 
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time using the identity ab=ba[a, b] we can rewrite it as 
a;‘u;‘u,‘u,‘u,‘u,‘u,u~u~u~u~u*u~~u~~u~’u,’u’u~’w~ = 1 7 
which collapses to u u u u o u u w w - 1 since K’ is Abelian of 0134035 4 5- 
exponent 2. 
At this point we should also note that 1 = [ai, 6]* = [a:, b] for all bE K, 
whence uf E Z(K) for all i. In particular a: commutes with uj, for all i, j. 
Consider now the possibility that K/K’ g (C,)‘. By the comments near 
the end of Section 3, concerning what is actually G/K’, we must have either 
u,u,+,ui+3u,~2~~K’ for all i, or uiui+1ui+,u,~~2~K’ for all i. 
In the first case, put ti = a,~,, 1ui+ 3u,~2h for 0 Q i < 6. As K’ E Z(K) we 
find, using the nice properties of commutators: 
1 = [Ui, ti] 
and 
l = [ai+ 1, fil 
= ca,+,> uilC”i+~~ ui+llC”i+19 ui+31C”i+17 ui+61-2 
= ujui+ 1 
and 
and therefore ui=ui+, = wi and uiui+ 1ui+5 = 1. This means that K’ is 
generated by the ui (0 =$ i < 6); in fact R can be generated byjust uo, ur 
and ZQ. In particular, s 1K’I = 8 it is easy to see that the ui must be dis- 
tinct (as are the vi, and the wi). Indeed the generator B conjugates the ui in 
a cycle: B-‘u,B = ui+, for all i(modulo 7). Also it is not difficult to check 
that conjugation byA induces the permutation (uo, u6)(u1, u5, u3, ~2)(~4) 
on the ui. (Indeed we get the same permutation on the wi, and the 
corresponding one on the ui, so there is no inconsistency here.) So far we 
have found nothing which disproves the existence ofsuch a Hurwitz group 
G; calculation of the other commutators of the form [ai, tj] leads to no 
further restrictions on the elements ui, and the additional relation becomes 
1 = u u u u u u u u u = uouIu2u3~4~5~6, which is already known to be 013462445 
true. In order to show, however, that such a group does exist, and how 
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many possible presentations there are, we need to delve a little further. 
Well, as K’ has exponent 2, and u,? EZ(K) and ~2; EK’ for all j, we find 
1 = t; = (a,a,+ ,ui+3u;+26)* 
= a?& , ,+ ,a:+ 3G4&iWi~i+ 1 
= a?a? I I+ la?+ 3arG46Uit 
and consequently 
1 = ty = asas+ ,a:+ 3a,;1$44 = asas+ ,a!+ 3. 
In particular, as the ui are distinct and satisfy uiui+ ,ui+ 5 = 1, they cannot 
be the same as the elements a,8, hence a,” = 1 for all j. Next, conjugating the 
ti by A we obtain 
ti = u$z;u~(u:)-’ 
=a 0 ‘a; ‘a, ‘a, ‘q& 
= +,‘a, ‘a;- ‘wou,‘w,‘w,u3 
= (a,a&z,*)-’ U6UOU4 = t;’ 
and 
t; = u~L7~u~(L7~)-” 
=LI &‘a,‘a,a,‘a,‘a; 
= a$z;‘a,‘a;‘u,u, 
= (a,a,a,a,*)--’ u;’ = t,u,. 
Now the second of these nsures that the tj are nontrivial (for otherwise 
u, = 1). Obviously B-‘t,B= ti+, for all i(modulo 7), and comparing with 
the action of A on the ui we see that he relation tf = t3 implies that 4 = u,, 
or u2 or u3. But as 1 # ti = t,u, we know t5 #u, and therefore t4 # uO. 
Hence either ui = ti+2 =ai+2ui+3ui+5a;;21 forall i, or ui = ti+, = 
-* ai+ lai+2ai+4ai for all i. Using also the relation 1 = afar+ ,uf+ 3a1::6ui 
found above, and its consequence 1 = UT = a:~;+ ,u:+ 3, we can eliminate ui
and obtain either 
1 =a:Za? a. UT’U. 4 , ,+I rf2 if3 r+Sai+6 
-2 = a, a, + * u,7+‘3u,7+35 
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or 
l=a?a:‘a. aT2a. 4 
I rtt 1+2 r+3 r+4’i+6 
= a,:+‘,a,:+32a,:+23ai + 4, 
the latter ofthese giving 1= a,~‘a,;~,a;-+~~a~+,. Whichever of these we take, 
the relations we have found are sufficient to determine a unique group of 
order 688128. (Again this may be verified by a coset enumeration 
program.) Since there are two distinct presentations here, we have effec- 
tively found two new normal subgroups of d and therefore two more 
Riemann surfaces (of genus 8193) with maximal automorphism group. 
In the other case, we take tj = ajai+ ,a,, 5a,q22 for 0< i < 6, and carry out 
similar calculations. The relations which arise include the following: 
uj=ui+5 =wi+5 and ui”i+ l”i+3 = 1, 
1 =u?a? a? u?u. 
I r+l r+s r+2 I) 
1 =us,s a” 
I 1+1 r+5 
(and therefore a: = l), 
(whence the ti are nontrivial), and 
t: = t2. 
This time conjugation by A induces the permutation (zQ,, u )(u,, u5, u4, 
z4~)(u2) on the ui, and we find that t, = u4 or u5 because of this. In con- 
sequence either ui =LZ~+~U+~~+,U,:+~, for alli, or ui =ai+,ai+6ai+3a;2 for 
all i, and elimination f ui leads to either a;‘~~+,a,;~~u,;~~= 1 or 
a,:2a,:+32a,:+14ai+ 5 = 1. Again we obtain two distinct presentations, eachof 
which defines a group of order 688128. As these are obviously distinct from 
those obtained in the first case, we have yet another two Riemann surfaces 
of genus 8193 with maximal automorphism group. 
To summarize, when K/K’ z (C,)3 and R is Abelian (of order 8), we get 
4 possible presentations fora Hurwitz group G. In each case the relations 
a: = 1 and UT = 1 are satisfied, and [ai, uy] = 1 for all i, j. Either 
u0 = u, = w0 with uOu, u5 = 1, in which case we get one presentation with 
240 =a1 -2a2a3a5 and a,2a2a;‘a;3 = 1, and a second with u. = a,y2a,a2a4 
and a~‘~;~a;~a, = 1, or we have u,, = v5 = w5 with z+,u, 3= 1, in which 
case one presentation satisfies u0 = ~;~a,a,a, and uo ‘u,u;~~;~ = 1 while 
the other satisfies u0 = a;2a5u6u3 and a&2a;3a;‘a, = 1. 
Next we look at the situation where K/K’ z (C,)’ x (C4)3. By the com- 
ments near the end of Section 3, when this happens either aFaT+ ,u:+ 3E R 
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for all i or a%z2 , , +iuf, 5E K’ for all i. Before considering each of these cases 
separately, we show that K’ is generated by the elements ui (0 < i < 6), as 
before. Now as the element B conjugates the seven nontrivial elements of 
K’ in a cycle, all we need show is that the ui are nontrivial. Well if, say, 
a2 = 1, then 1 = A-‘u,A = w;‘w~, giving w2 = we, so that the wi are all 
equal and therefore trivial (considering theaction of B); but then UC i = 
A -‘w,A = 1, so the vi are all trivial also, and consequently K’ is trivial,  
contradiction. Therefore the ui must be nontrivial, distinct, and they 
generate he group K’. 
For the first ofthe above cases, define ti = a$f+ ,uf+ 3for 0 < i < 6. Then 
each ti is in K’ and so t: = 1 for all i. Next, as the elements u,? are central in
K we find 
A ~ ‘t, A = A - ‘u~u$z~A 
= (A-‘u,A)~(A-‘u,A)~(A-‘u,A)~ 
2 2 -2 
= u,u,u, 
2 2 2 -4 
= u,u,u,u, 
= t&y 
and 
A-‘t,A = A-‘&‘A 
= A -‘q2q2q2,4 
=(A-‘u~A)-~(A-‘u,A)-~(A-‘u,A)-~ 
= (u6u5)2 u,2(u,uo)2 
= u$z:[u,, L&j-j u,2u:u~[u,, a,] 
= ug2~u~u& 
= t,u,u,. 
The second of these implies that the ti are nontrivial (for otherwise 
uOuS = 1, contrary to the fact hat the ui are distinct). In particular, s 
B-‘tiB= ti+l for all i(modulo 7) we see that K’ can also be generated by
the ti (0 < i < 6). Now 
titi+Iti+5=u;u2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 
~+l”i+3ui+lui+2ui+4ui+Sui+6ui+l 
= zu;+ 1, 
where z is the product of the elements uj (0 <j< 6), and as K/K’ has 
exponent 4it is clear that a:+ i E R. But z is centralized by B, so z = 1, and 
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this gives fiti+ ,ti+s =a:+r. We claim that titi+lti+s = 1for all i. To see 
this, assume the contrary, then UT # 1 for all j. Now as 1 = rj’= 
(uj’ui’, pi’, 3)2 = ui”ui”+ ‘Ui”, 3)and as /‘u&4 = (A-‘u,A)~ =a:, it is easy to 
see that conjugation by A induces the permutation (~:)(a:, ad, ai, u:)(ui, 
u:) on what are now the nontrivial elements of K’. As also A p’u,A = 
‘6 -’ = u6 and A-‘u,A = u,,, this permutation isthe same as (u,)(u,, ui, u5, 
u4)(ug, uO), that is, UT= uj+2 for all j (modulo 7). In particular, we must 
have 1 =u~+~u~+~u~+~ for allj, whence ui+i&+2u;+6 =~~+~z++~ =u~+~ = 
a;, ’ = firi+ 1 li+ 5 for all i, and from this we conclude that ri = ui+ i for all i
(modulo 7). Well, now recall that A-‘t,A= f5uOu5. As A-‘&A= 
A-‘u,A=u,, while also t, = u6, we get u,,L+ = 1, again a contradiction. 
Hence u,;= 1 and fjtj+ltj+5 = 1 for all j. Of course it now follows that also 
ujuj+luj+s = 1, and as A-‘u,A=u, and A-‘u6A=uo we find that con- 
jugation by A induces the permutation (u,,, u6)(u1, u5, u3, ~2)(~4) on the 
nontrivial elements of K’. Further, we find easily from the known effects of 
conjugation by A on the elements ui and wi that these lements are also 
nontrivial, ndindeed, since u1 = A-‘u,A = w;‘w6 = w2wg = wi we must 
have ui = wi for all i, and then since u6 = A-&A = A-‘woA = u;’ = v. we 
find also ui = ui+ I for all i. To obtain the ui in terms of the ti, recall that 
A -‘to A = t,(uj) ~ ’= t6 ; comparing this with the permutation i duced by A 
one obtains to = u. or u2 or Us, but then as A-‘t,A= fsuou=,  t5ul it is 
clear that t, #u, and so to # uj. Hence either ui = ui+ I = wi = ti = 
&a? , ,+ ,uf+ 3for all i, or 24; = ui+ , = wi = ti+ 5= a:+ ,a:+ z’+ 6for all i. 
Just as before, ach of these two possibilities, wh n taken together with 
the relations u4= 1 and [ai, uj] = 1 and uiui+ 1~i+5 = 1, gives enough 
information todetermine a unique group of order 688128. Moreover, as 
the two resulting presentations are obviously distinct from each other and 
from all previous ones we have found, this means we have found yet 
another two surfaces ofgenus 8193 with maximal automorphism group. 
In the second case, we take ti = a$~+ ,uT+ 5for 0 d id 6, and go through 
the same procedure. This time we find A ~ ‘to A = t,(4) -i and 
A-‘~,A=z~~~u~, and use the latter of these to prove that tjtj+ i tj+ 3= 
a;+ 1 = 1 for allj. It then follows that also ~,a,+ 1~i+3 = 1 for all i, and the 
permutation i duced by A on the ui is (uo, u6) (ui, u5, u4, u3)(u2). Similar 
calculations with the ui and wi reveal that ui = ui+ 5 = wi+ =,, and finally a 
comparison with the effect ofA on the tj yields that o = u. or us. Hence we 
obtain either ui = u;+~ = w~+~ = ti = ufuf, la:,5 for all i, or ui = ui+ 5 = 
wi+5 = t; + 2 = u:u:+ #2:+ 3 for all i. Again we have two distinct presentations, 
each giving a group of order 688128, so we have two more surfaces of
genus 8193. 
This completes the picture for the case 1 K/K’1 = 2’. 
There are still three possibilities to consider, namely where K/K’ E (C2)3 
or (C2)6 or (C4)3. With these, the bound on 1 G 1 does not immediately force 
4x1/108/1-15 
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K’ to be central in K, however we can obtain the latter condition in 
another way. First, asK is a 2-group and therefore nilpotent, thesubgroup 
L = [K’, K] is a characteristic subgroup of K that is properly contained in
R (see [S, Sect. 2.31). Inparticular L is a normal subgroup of G; and the 
quotient G/L is a Hurwitz group, of the same sort hat we are now con- 
sidering. Now if we suppose (temporarily) that L is trivial, that is, 
[K’, K] = 1, then clearly we obtain K’ c Z(K). This condition turns out to 
be incompatible with the possibility that K/R has exponent 2-but accor- 
dingly, we can forget the hypothesis that L is trivial, forthe quotient G/L 
cannot exist in that case. Thus we will be able to eliminate he possibilities 
that K/K’ E (C,)3 or ( C,)6, and consider the only remaining one, namely 
K/K’ E ( CJ3. 
We assume now for the moment that K’ E Z(K), as we had earlier. Once 
again this means that commutators in K behave nicely, and therefore K 
can be generated bythe elements ui, ui and wi (for 06 i 6 6). Moreover, the 
element A conjugates these lements in the same way as before, and the 
identical re ation can be rewritten as u~‘u;‘u;‘u~‘u~‘u~‘uswqwg = 1. But 
at this tage we cannot say that K’ has exponent 2. 
Suppose K/K’ g (IE,)~ and K’ L Z(K). Then we know K’ contains uf(for 
061’66), and also either (1jui+,ai+3 EK’ for all i, or aiui+,aj+5 EK’ for 
all i, because of the known presentations forthe Hurwitz group G/K’ of 
order 1344. Now in either case we have 1 = [a:, 6]= [a;, b]’ for all bE K, 
and all i, whence K’ does have exponent 2 in this case. 
If ui”i+lui+3 E K’, then we find 
and 
and 
l= C”i+2, ui”i+lui+3 1 
= C”i+27 uilC”i+2, ui+llC”i+22 ui 3l 
= u,~‘u,~+‘1ui+2, 
and therefore ui = ui+ 1 = wi with uiui+ 1ui+5 = 1 for all i (as earlier). In 
particular we deduce that conjugation by A induces the permutation 
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(UCI, U6)(Ul, u5, u3, u2)(uq) on the nontrivial elements of K’. On the other 
hand, consider the elements uf (for 0< i < 6). As 
A %;A = (A -‘a*A)2 
= (a;‘u,‘)2 
=a ~%2,2[U,‘, a;‘] 
= (u:)-‘(uy UT’, 
it follows that these lements are nontrivial (or else ug = 1, a contradic- 
tion). Inparticular, they generate the group K’ (which is now known to 
have order 8). From A-‘&t = (A-‘u,A)~ = ui we deduce ui = uq (this 
being the only nontrivial element of K’ fixed by A), and therefore uj = uj+ 4 
forallj(modulo7). Butthenu, =A-‘~,A=A~‘u~A=(u~)~~(u~)-~~;‘= 
u2 -‘z+y’ = u(#us = u,, in contradiction t  the fact hat he ui are distinct. 
Hence this case is impossible. 
Similarly, when we suppose uiui+ ,a,, 5 E K’, we get ui = ui+ 5 = wi+ 5 and 
ui”i+luI+3 = 1 for all i, so that A induces the permutation (Q, u,)(u,, us, 
uq, u3)(u2) onthe nontrivial elements of K’, but this is again incompatible 
with the effect ofconjugation byA on the elements u,’ (for 0< j < 6). 
Thus we can eliminate he possibility that K/K’ r (C2)3. 
Suppose now that K/K’ E ( CJ6 and K’ E Z(K). As in the previous case, 
the fact hat he elements u’ (0 < i 6 6) are central inK implies that K’ has 
exponent 2. Hence K’ is elementary Abelian, of order at most 64 (since 
I KI < 5953). The usual argument tells us that G/C,(K) has a faithful 
action on K’, which can be regarded as a vector space over 2,. Now clearly 
K= C,(K), so we have PSL(2,7) acting on this vector space. Choosing a
proper subgroup M of K’ maximal subject tothe condition that M is nor- 
mal in G, we similarly get a faithful action of PSL(2, 7) on the quotient 
K’/A4, but this will be an irreducible representation (by maximality ofM), 
and so 1 R/MI = 23 by Proposition 3(a). We might as well suppose that M
is trivial, because in this case we again reach acontradiction (showing that 
G/M cannot exist even when M is nontrivial). To obtain the contradiction, 
note that K’ is now elementary Abelian of order 8, and by a previous 
argument, K’ can be generated bythe elements ui (0 < i < 6), as these must 
be nontrivial. Next, following the comments at the end of Section 3, and 
using the facts that A-‘u,A = u;’ = ug and A-‘u,A = uO, we can say that 
conjugation byA has to induce ither the permutation (uO, u6)(u1, u5, uq, 
u3)(u2) orthe permutation (u,,, ug)(ui, us, u3, u2)(uq) onthe ui. But again 
these are both incompatible with the effect of A on the elements ut 
(0~ i<6): first as A-‘USA= (~:))‘(a$’ u;‘, the elements u: are non- 
trivial, then from A-‘u:A = ui we deduce either ui = u2 or ui = uq, but in 
the former case z+ = A-‘u,A = A-‘u:A = uo’u; ‘u;l= u3u5 = u2 (since 
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uj"j+luj+3 = 1 for all j), and in the latter case u,, = A - ‘u,A = A -‘a$4 = 
u2 -‘u;‘u~~=u~u, =ui (since u,u~+,u~+~ =l for all j). Both cases are 
impossible. 
Hence we can eliminate he possibility that K/K’ E ( C2)6. 
We are left with just one possibility, namely K/R E (C,)‘, when K’ is 
Abelian. Now this time K’ contains the elements u4 (for 0< i < 6), together 
with either aiai+lui+3u2+6 for all i, or u~u~+,u~+~u~+~ for all i. Again we 
may take L = CR, K], and suppose temporarily that L is trivial. (This is 
equivalent toreplacing G by its quotient G/L for the time being.) We then 
have K’ E Z(K), so commutators in K behave nicely, and so on. In par- 
ticular, as 1 = [a:, b] = [ai, b-J4 for all be K and all i, we find K’ has 
exponent 2 or 4. 
Suppose K’ has exponent 2, and consider the case where 
ui"i+lai+3uf+6 E K’ for all i. Now u: = v: = wf = 1 for all i, and also a; = 1 
for all i, since K’ has exponent 2. Next, as before we get 
l= [Ujy U,Ui+,Ui+,U:+6]=UiWiU~~26=UjWjr 
and 
and 
which give ui = v,+ i = wi and uiui+, ui+ 5 = 1. It follows that once again K
is elementary Abelian of order 8, and the ui are of course nontrivial. 
Moreover, conjugation by A induces the permutation (u,, u6)(u1, u5, uj, 
~2)(~4) on the ui, and as K’ has exponent 2we know also that he elements 
uy are central inK. Now put tj =uiui+,uj+,u~+, for all i. We find 
1 = tf = u;u;+ lu;++2;+6uiwivi+, = u$zf+ lu;+3u;+6ui, 
so 
u. = a?a? 
I I + d+ 3d+ 6 
and then 1 = u? = uPall , , + ,a:+ 3(since up+ 6 = 1) for all i. Comparing the latter 
property of the elements u,” with the relation u,u,+ 1ui+5 = 1, we deduce 
easily that UJ’ = 1 for all j. In particular this gives ui = atat, a?+ 3for all i. 
On the other hand, when we conjugate he elements tiby A we find 
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A-‘t,A = A-‘(a,a,a,a;)A = a,1a,1a,‘a,1a,a,2 
= u,*u,‘u,‘u,‘w,u,‘w;‘w,u, 
= (u3u4uSu:)-1 uouguqu: 
=t;l=t3, 
and 
= u;%;‘u,‘u;‘u,u, 
= (u,a,u,uy U~U5 = t,‘u, = t524,. 
The second of these implies that he ti are nontrivial andthen from the first 
we conclude that , = u0 or u2 or u3 (comparing with the action of A on the 
ui). But if t4 =uO then we get u1 = Ap1u2A= A-‘t,A= tsu, = 1, a con- 
tradiction, therefore t, = u2 or u3. Consequently we have either 
and therefore u,u,:+~,u~+~Lz~+ 5 = 1, or
and therefore u,lu,+ ,a?+*~~+~ = 1 for all i
In each case we have enough relations to define a unique group of order 
86016 (and again, this can be verified by coset enumeration, or by checking 
that no stronger relations can be found, so that the existing relations are 
consistent). As there are two distinct presentations, we have thus found two 
more Riemann surfaces ofgenus 1025 with maximal automorphism group. 
In the other case, where uiui+ ,ui+ 5uF+2 EK’, we also suppose K’ 
has exponent 2, and similar calculations reveal that ui = vi+ 5 = wi+5 
and uiui+ Iui+3 = 1. Further, putting ti =uiui+,ui+,u~+, we find 
A-It, A = tou, and A-‘t,A = t2, from which it follows that t, = u4 or u5, 
whence either ui+i = ti for all i or ui+* = tj for all i. On the other hand, 
calculation of tj! gives ui = a@:+ ,a:+ &+ 2 and consequently 1 = a:~:+ ,a:+ 5
for all i, so that uj = 1 for all j. Hence we obtain either 
ti = ui+ 1 = a:, p:+ *cl:+ (j
and therefore uiu~~+‘,ui+ 5 : 6 = 1 for all i, or 
ti = ui+ 2 = u:u:+ ,a:+ 3
and therefore ai ‘ui +, a:+ 3 ui + 5 = 1 for all i. 
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Each of these contributes to one further presentation f r a Hurwitz 
group of order 86016, so we have another two Riemann surfaces ofgenus 
1025 with maximal automorphism group. 
Now suppose that K’ has exponent 4. Let M= (K’)‘, the subgroup 
generated bythe squares of all elements of K’. Then as K’ is Abelian, M is a 
proper subgroup of K’ and obviously characteristic in K’, therefore normal 
in G, with the quotient G/M being a group of order 86016 as in the 
preceding paragraphs. In particular, M contains the elements a4 and U: and 
so on, for all i. If we assume that M s Z(G), then the elements U: and vj! 
and $ will be centralized by B, and consequently M could be generated by
U; and vi and wi (for the hypothesis K’E Z(K) implies K’ is generated by
the ui, ai and w,); but since also v~=AP1v&4 = (A-‘v,A)* = (u5u6)* = 
v:u; = v($4; implies u;= 1, and since wi = A -‘w&4 = (K1wOA)* = 
(UC’)’ = v& and since squaring the additional relation 1 = 
UO ~‘u~‘u~‘uq’v~‘v~‘v~w~w~ yields 1= u;*v;*w~ = v$ we find that it4 is 
trivial,  contradiction. He ce M is not central in G. In particular, the
usual argument gives M to be elementary Abelian of order 8. Furthermore, 
the elements of must be distinct, forotherwise they would be trivial, nd
then the relations A -‘u&4 = (w,‘w,)* = (w:))’ wg and /‘w&4 = (u:))’ 
would force all the uf and wf to be trivial swell, once again impossible. 
Next, as AP’a$4 = (A-‘QA)~ = (~,‘a;‘)” = ~,~a;~[a;‘,a;‘]~ = 
(a;) -‘(a$’ Up = (ay(uy u:, it follows that the elements a4 are 
nontrivial too. In particular, there must be some s for which a4 = uf+ s for 
all i. But as A ~ ‘u$A = ai, the comments at the end of Section 3 imply that 
conjugation by A induces either the permutation (&(a;, a$ ai, u;)(u$ u:) 
or the permutation (~$)(a:, a:, a$ ui) (a:, u:) on the nontrivial elements of 
M, and correspondingly either ~~a~+ ,a:+ 3= 1 for all i, or ~4~4, ‘a:, 5= 1 for 
all i. Also as A - ‘u:A = uc2 = U: and A -hiA = U$ a comparison reveals 
that respectively either uz = U: or ui = u,$ whence either s = 2 or s = 4. In 
the first case, however, we find 
a contradiction, and in the second case 
also impossible. H nce K’ cannot have exponent 4. 
We now drop the condition that K’ E Z(K). Indeed, let us relax the con- 
dition that K’ be Abelian, and see what happens. 
The preceding calculations i  this ection apply to the quotient G/L, 
where L = [K’, K], and it has been shown that L has index 3’ or 2’* or 29 
in K when K’ is nontrivial. (Inthe first case R/L E Z(G/L), and otherwise 
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K/L is central inK/L but not in G/L.) In particular, G/L has order 367416 
or 688128 or 86016. 
In the case where 1 K/L 1 = 3’ we know that 1 K/L 1 = 3 (from the lemma), 
and since 1G 1 < 106, this forces R to have order 3 or 6, whence Aut K’ is 
too small to contain a Hurwitz group. Hence G = C,(K), that is 
K’c Z(G), and by the lemma we conclude that 1 K’I = 3, so L is trivial. 
This case is therefore eliminated. 
Next, if 1 K/L 1 = 2” then the condition ) G I < lo6 immediately forces L 
to be trivial, so we can leave that case also. 
Finally, suppose I K/L I = 29, with K’ being nontrivial. Here we have 
K/K’ E ( C,)3 and K/L E (C,)3, and other properties of G/L follow from the 
results found earlier. Now this time the bound on I G I forces 1L I < 9, so 
that either L G Z(G), or otherwise L is elementary Abelian of order 8with 
G/C,(L) % PSL(2, 7). In the latter case we must have K= C,(L), since G
has just one insoluble composition factor, therefore in all cases L c Z(K). 
In particular, this means that commutators of the form [z, b], with ZEK’ 
and b E K, behave nicely: [zt, b] = [z, b]‘[t, b] = [z, b][t, b] and 
[z, bc] = [z, c][z, b]“= [z, b][z, c] and [zr, b”] = [z, b]” for all z, te K 
and all 6, c E K and all integers ,S, by Theorem 2.2.1 and Lemma 2.2.2 in 
[8]. But now if ZEK’ we know that z2 E L (since K’/L has exponent 2), so 
1 = [z2, b] = [z, b]’ for all b E K. Hence L must have exponent 2. 
Moreover, if b, c E K then 
Cz, Cb, cl1 = Cz, b- ‘cplbc] = [z, b]-‘[z, c]~‘[z, b][z, c] 
=[z,b]pl[z,b][z,c]-‘[z,c]=l for all z E K, 
that is, [b, c] E Z(K). Consequently K’is Abelian! On the other hand, con- 
sider the elements u:(0 < i < 6). Because 1= [z, ai]* = [z, a:] for all zE R, 
we find K’ is centralized by each such element, and further, since it follows 
from earlier results hat [a:, uj] E L E Z(K) for all i, j, we find [a:, uj’] = 
[uf, uj] [at, uj]” = [a:, uj] 2= 1 for all i, j. Accordingly, if K’K2 denotes the 
subgroup generated by K’ together with the elements u! (0 < id 6), then 
KK2 is Abelian. As also K/K’K* is Abelian of exponent 2, we know 
K/K’K’ E ( C2)3, and in particular this means K’K* contains either 
uj”j+ l”ji3 for allj, or ujuj+ ruj+ 5 for all j. Let us define si = [a:, ui+ r] and 
tj = [a:, ai+,] for all i, and consider the implications f the latter con- 
clusion. 
In the first case, the elements ujuj+ ,uj+ 3are in the Abelian group K’K’, 
and since commutators of the form [a:, uj] behave nicely we find: 
1 = [a:, aiai, , ai, 31 
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and 
and 
which give [u~,u~+~] =tiand [u:,u~+~] =Siand [~f,a,+,]=[uf,ui+s]= 
siti for all i. On the other hand, if we define ui = [ai, ui+ 1] as previously, 
then since we know ~,a$~+ ,uT+ 3has to be an element of L (from our 
knowledge of the Hurwitz group G/L, of order 86016), we find 
1 = [Uiu;u:+ ,a:+ 3, Ui] 
= [u;, uil [a:, uil [a:+ 17 uil CUT+ 3, uil 
= C”i7 uil ti+lSi+3ti+3, 
and 
1 = [U&:+ ,a;+,, ui, 1-j 
= C”i9 ui+ *I La:, ui+ 11 La:+ 1, ui+ 11 La:+ 39 ui+ 11 
= C”iY ui+Il SiSi+3ti+39 
and 
1 = [Uiu:u:+ ,u:+ 3, ui+ J 
= C”3, ui+21C”f, ui+21C”f+,~ ui+21C”T+39 ui+*l 
= C”i9 ui+2l fisi+lti+37 
and so on, these giving [ui, ai] = ti+l~i+31i+3 and [ui, U~+~] =sisi+3ti+3 
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and Cui,ai+2l=fiSi+lfi+3 for all i (module 7). Next we consider con- 
jugation byA, 
A-&A = A-‘[& a,] A 
= [A-‘@, A-b, A] = [a;, a,] = t,, 
and 
A-‘s,A=A-‘[+,]A 
= [A-‘aTA, A-‘uzA] = [a;, a;‘~,‘] 
=[u&a,]-‘[u~,u,]-‘=f6, 
and 
A-‘f,A = A-‘[a;, u,]A 
= [A - ‘u;A, A -lug A] = [a;, a, ‘a; ‘1 
= [a& UJ -‘[a& ai] -’ = so, 
and 
A-lt,A=A-l[u~,uo]A 
= [A-‘a;A,A-&,A]= [q2,uo]= [~:,a,]-‘=s,. 
Also, as (~,‘a;‘)~ =zug’u;*a;*, where z = [uo, ao] - ’ is an element of 
Z(K), we get 
A-‘s,A = A-‘[a;, uo]A= [A-‘u;A, A-‘uoA] = [(a,‘uy’)*, uo] 
= [zu,‘u,*u;*, a ] = [z, u,][u,, a,] -‘[a& uo] -y-u:, a,] -’ 
=(t,s3t3)-l t,‘=s,t,. 
Now assume that the elements si (0 < i < 6) are not distinct. Then since 
clearly B-‘s,B = si+ I for all i (modulo 7), these lements are all equal. 
Consequently to= A-‘soA = A-Is, A = t6, and it follows that the ti are all 
equal. Moreover, as to = A -‘so A = A -‘s6 A = s,t, = sot,, we find so = 1 
and therefore also to = A-‘so A = 1, so that he si and ti are all trivial. As a
result, ufcommutes with uj, for all i, j. But then also every ui commutes 
with every aj, and similarly it follows that every commutator [ai, uk] com- 
mutes with every uj. Hence R c Z(K). This of course brings us back to an 
earlier situation (and indeed implies that L is trivial), so we may as well 
suppose the elements si are not distinct. In particular, since conjugation by 
B permutes these lements in a cycle, itis clear that L becomes elementary 
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Abelian of order 8 in this case. Also, because A-‘s,A = sjtj we cannot 
have s, = ti (for any i), and then since A-‘s,A= t, and A-‘t,A=q, it 
follows that either t, = s, or t, = s6, because of the way PSL(2,7) acts on 
the group L (see the comments at the end of Sect. 3). Well, if t, =si then 
we find s3s4=s3t3 =A-‘s6A=A-‘t5A=s4, so s3 =l, contrary to 
hypothesis, hence t,=s,. But nows,=A~‘t,A=A-‘s,A=s,t, =s3sz, so 
we have s,sj+ isif = 1 for all j, and then: 
CUirail~ti+1Sj+3ti+3~~jSi+3Sj+2~1~ 
and 
Once again similar calculations show that every commutator [ai, ak] com- 
mutes with every ur, whence R E Z(K). 
Thus L has to be trivial. 
In the other case, namely where K’K2 contains the elements ujuj+ iuj+ 5, 
the same thing occurs. We find [a?, U~+~] = [a:, U~+~] =siti and 
[u:,u,+,]=tjand [~~,a~+,] =sifor all i, as well as [ui,ui]=ti+,si+,ti+, 
and [ui, u;+i] =s,si+5ti+5 and [ui, ai+,] =sitisi+,ti+s for all i. Con- 
jugation by A gives us A-‘s,A = t, and A-‘slA = t, and Aplt,A=sO as 
before, but this time notice that since (~;‘a;‘)~ = ZU;‘U~*U;~ where 
z= [u,, u,]~~ EZ(K), we have 
A-$A= A--‘[& u,]A 
= [(&a,‘)*, 41 
= [us, a,l-$4, a,]-‘[a& %-’ 
= (sgs3t3)-l s;’=s3t3, 
while also A-1s3A=A~1[u~,u,]A=[a~2,u6]=[u~,u6]-1=t2. 
Once again the assumption that he si are not distinct implies that he si 
and ti are all trivial, ndthen it follows that K’s Z(K). On the other hand, 
if L @ Z(G) then L is elementary Abelian of order 8, and we deduce once 
more that to=sl or t,,=s,. But if to=“, then s3.s4=s3t3 =A-‘t,A= 
A-‘s,A= t2 =s3, so s4 = 1, contrary to hypothesis; while if to = s6 then 
s5 =t,=A-‘s,A=A-‘t2A=s3t3 =s3s2, so that s~s~+,s~+~=~ for allj, 
and then we find [ui, uk] = 1 for all iand all k, and so on. Hence again it 
follows that K’ E Z(K), and we know therefore that L is trivial. 
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This section isnow completed. 
Note that we have found exactly 13 more presentations forHurwitz 
groups of order less than 106. One of these gives a group G with an extra- 
special normal subgroup K of order 3’ such that G/Kg PSL(2,7), and the 
corresponding genus is 4375. The remainder come from cases where the 
normal subgroup K is a 2-group satisfying K’ E Z(K). Here K/K' is 
isomorphic to either (C,)3 or (C,)3 or (C,)’ x(C,)3, each of these 
providing 4 distinct presentations, a d the genus is 1025 in the first case 
and 8193 in the other two. 
5. HURWITZ EXTENSIONS OF SOLUBLE GROUPS BY PSL(2,8) 
Suppose G is any Hurwitz group of order less than lo6 with a normal 
subgroup K such that K is soluble and G/K E PSL(2,8). Once again we 
argue in terms of the derived length of K. 
If K is Abelian, then since the Hurwitz group G is perfect we may deduce 
that either K is trivial or otherwise K g Z(G), by Proposition 4. In the lat- 
ter case, choose any proper subgroup L of K which is maximal subject to
being normal in G. Then K/L is characteristically simple and therefore, 
being also soluble, must be an elementary Abelian p-group for some prime 
p. Now also K/L is not central in G/L, by Proposition 4, so the usual 
argument tells us that Aut(K/L) contains a nontrivial Hurwitz group. 
Indeed, K/L must be self-centralizing n G/L, and as (G/L)/(K/L) z 
G/K= PSL(2, 8) we see that Aut(K/L) contains a subgroup isomorphic to
PSL(2, 8). At this point Proposition 3 may be invoked, to show that if 
p = 2 then 1 K/L 1 is at least 26, while if p # 2 then 1 K/L 1 is at least p’. But 
since PSL(2,8) has order 504, the bound on 1 Gl forces IK( < 1985, 
therefore p cannot possibly be odd. In fact 1 K/L I = 2” for some s with 
6 ds < 11. Furthermore, as K is assumed to be Abelian, the above 
argument shows that K has no proper normal subgroup of odd index, and 
therefore K itself isa 2-group. 
Actually ifK is not Abelian the same thing happens: Let us assume that 
K is not a 2-group. Then K has a composition factor of odd order, and 
without loss of generality we may suppose there is a normal subgroup L of 
G such that L E K and K/L is a 2-group while L is an elementary Abelian 
q-group for some odd prime q. (Note that it may be necessary toform the 
quotient modulo some other normal subgroup to achieve this, but that 
causes no problems.) Now if LsZ(G) then K is easily shown to be 
isomorphic tothe direct product P x L, where P is a Sylow 2-subgroup of 
K; and then P is characteristic in K and therefore normal in G, however the 
quotient G/P cannot exist because its normal Abelian subgroup K/P has 
odd order! Hence L & Z(G). It then follows by the usual argument hat 
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Aut L contains a Hurwitz group; but as 1985 > ( KI = 1 K/L ( 1 L I > 26 I L 1 
we know IL I < 32, so L is too small for this to be possible. (Infact L needs 
to have order 343 or more in order for Aut L to contain a Hurwitz group, 
given that L is elementary Abelian of odd order.) Again we reach a con- 
tradiction. 
Thus K has to be a 2-group. 
For the rest of this section, we need some further information from 
Leech’s paper [14]. Once again, suppose A and B are generators ofthe 
(2,3,7) triangle group A such that (AB)2= (A-1B)3 = B’= 1, and this 
time let a, = (A3B4)2 and b, = A-ia&, and define ai and bi for 1~ i< 6 by 
ai = B-‘q,B’ and bi = BpiboBi. According to Leech, these 14 elements 
generate he normal subgroup N of A for which A/N z PSL(2,8). Further- 
more, the element A acts by conjugation asfollows: 
A -‘a,A = bo, A-‘boA=b,‘, 
A-‘a,A=a,b;‘a;‘b 57 Ae1b,A=a6, 
A-‘a2A=a,‘, A-‘b,A= b,‘a,‘b,, 
A-‘a,A = b;lay1b4a3, A-‘b,A = b,y’a-’ 4 3 
A-‘a,A = b,‘, A-‘b,A = b,‘a 57 
A - ‘a5 A = b; ‘a, I, A-‘b,A = b;‘a,b,, 
A-‘a6A =a;‘b,, A-‘b,A=a,‘. 
Also A9 = aob~1a~‘b6a5b~1a~1b4a3 ( nd (A2B2A2)2 = a,+,), and these 
generators for N satisfy the additional relation 
aob~1a~‘b6a5b~1a~1b4a3b,‘a;‘b2alb~’a,y’ 
x b,a6b;1a~1b5a4b~1a;‘b3a2b,‘a;‘b, = 1, 
but apart from this they are independent. 
From now on, let A, B and ai and bi denote also the images of the 
corresponding elements of A in our Hurwitz group G (under any particular 
epimorphism). It is clear that the ai and bj together generate the normal 
subgroup K, with A conjugating them in the same way as prescribed above, 
and also the additional relation isstill satisfied. 
Suppose once again that K is Abelian (and nontrivial). We know K has 
to be a 2-group, but in fact K must be elementary Abelian, bythe following 
argument. If R denotes the subgroup of K generated bythe elements u:and 
bf, then K/R is elementary Abelian of order 26 or more, so I R ( < 32, and as 
also R is a 2-group we have I RI < 24. In particular, Aut R cannot possibly 
contain a subgroup isomorphic toPSL(2, 8), so the usual argument forces 
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C,(R)= G, that is, R E Z(G). Now uf = (B-‘u,B’)~ = B-‘u;B’= u; 
and similarly b? = bi for all i, since B centralizes R, o R can be generated 
by ui and b$ But further, bg= (A-‘a&)’ = A-‘&4 =a,$ and then 
u;=u;=A-‘u:A = (A-1u6A)2=(u;1bj)2 = (a;)-‘b;=(u;)-‘b;=l,so 
bi = ui = 1. Hence R is trivial, which means K itself has exponent 2. 
We determine the possible presentations forG (as a Hurwitz group) by 
considering another Hurwitz group, namely the quotient of d by the nor- 
mal subgroup generated bythe squares of the elements a, and bi in A. This 
group, say ZY, is obviously an extension by PSL(2,8) of an elementary 
Abelian group J of order 214. We may take as generators ofJ the images a, 
and bi (for 0< i < 6) of the corresponding elements of A, and notice that 
these generators commute with each other. Now put m. = uou3b2b4, and 
define mi = B-‘moBi for all i(modulo 7). It is a simple matter to verify that 
the subgroup A4 generated by these elements mi is preserved under 
conjugation by A; for instance A-‘m,A =A-‘(u,u~b2b4)A = 
(A -$q,A)(A-‘u,A)(A -‘b,A)(A -‘b,A) = b,b,1u,‘b4u,b,1u,‘b,b;‘a, 
= uuuubbbb 03450345 = (~0~3b2b4)(~~~4b3b~)(a5a,bob,) = momlm5. 
Consequently M is a normal subgroup of H. Furthermore, we similarly 
find that m6 = u,u,b,b, =mOmlm2m3m4m,, so M has order 26. (Note 
that 1 MI can be no smaller than this, since the action of PSL(2, 8) on A4 is 
nontrivial.) Next, let u=u0b0b3b4b6 and u=bobIb2b3b4b,b6 and w= 
u,b, b2 b,, and define U, V and W to be the subgroups generated by M 
together with the single elements U, v and w respectively. As 
and 
A-‘MA = umom,m5 and B-&B = umIm4 
A- ‘VA = vm2m3m4 and B-‘vB= v 
and 
k1wA=wm6 and B-‘wB= wm,m4, 
we see that each of U, V and W is a normal subgroup of H of order 27. 
Also the subgroup L generated byM together with all three of u, v and w is 
normal in H, and has order 2’, since clearly uw= v. We claim that J, U, V, 
W, L, and A4 are in fact he only nontrivial subgroups of J which are nor- 
malized by H. To see this, assume R is any other such subgroup. If R were 
centralized by the element B, then R would contain only elements of the 
form vazB, where v is as above and z = uOul u2u3u4u5u6 (and ~1, fl are each 0 
or l), but as A-‘VA #v and A-‘zA #z and A-‘uzA#uz this means R 
could not be centralized by A. Hence R g Z(H), and by an earlier 
argument it follows that 1 RI > 26. On the other hand, for the Hurwitz 
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group H/R to exist we need ) J/R\ 3 26, therefore 1 R( < 28. Now consider 
the product RM. If RM = J then the order formula 1 RM( = 
IRIIM1/IRnMIclearlyforcesIRI=28andIRnMI=1,butthenasalso 
RL = J the analogous formula gives IR n L ( = 2*, which is impossible since 
the above argument shows any nontrivial normal subgroup of H contained 
in J has order 26 or more. Hence RMf J. In particular, s RM is normal 
in H, and the Hurwitz group HIRM can exist only when I JIRMI > 26, we 
find 1 RM( < 2’. The order formula now forces I R n MI > 4 1 R I B 24, and 
from our knowledge of M this obviously gives R n M = M, whence M c R. 
On the other hand, as now 1 R n L 1 2 I R n MI = 26 it follows that 
IRLId2”, so RL #J, and then we get I RL I d 2*, whence RL = L. Hence 
also R s L. But obviously the only subgroups of L containing M are M, U, 
l’, W, and L, so we have a contradiction, and our claim is true. 
The consequences for our Hurwitz group G are the following: First, as
the normal subgroup K is elementary Abelian, G must be a quotient of H. 
Further, since IKI < 1985 we find G has to be a quotient of H/M, and 
therefore G is one of H/M or H/U or H/V or H/W or H/L. (More formally, 
G is isomorphic toone of these groups. In fact he groups H/U, H/V and 
H/W are mutually isomorphic, but we will not show why in this paper.) 
Once again, coset enumeration may be used to prove the existence of
such a group G in each case. Accordingly, we obtain 5 new presentations 
for Hurwitz groups, all with the relations 0:= h: = [ai, uj] = [ai, 6,] = 
[bi, b,] = 1 being satisfied forall i, j (modulo 7). One presentation hasthe 
extra relation a,a,h,b, = 1, and defines a group of order 129024 which acts 
maximally on a surface ofgenus 1537. Then there are three more, each with 
an extra relation (either a,bob3b4b6 = 1 or bob,b,b,b4b,b6 = 1 or 
a, b, 6, b, = 1 ), and each defining a group of order 64512 which acts 
maximally on a surface of genus 769. Incidentally, in the first of these 
three presentations the relation A9 = 1 is also satisfied (since for 
the corresponding roup we have A9=a b a b a b a b a 026650443 = 
(aobob3b4b6)(a3a4a5a6b2b3) = umlm3m5 in terms of the elements defined 
earlier). In the fifth presentation all these xtra relations are satisfied, 
producing a group of order 32256 which acts maximally on a surface of 
genus 385. 
This completes the picture when K is Abelian. 
Assume now that K is non-Abelian. By our earlier comments, the bound 
on I G I still forces K to be a 2-group. Also, as I K/K’ I 2 26 we find IK’ ( f 24, 
and the usual argument hen gives R E Z(G), since K’ is too small for 
Aut K’ to contain any nontrivial quotient of G. In particular, llcom- 
mutators of the form [a, b] with a, b E K are central inG, and as such, 
these commutators behave nicely (as in Sect. 4). As K/K’ has exponent 2, it 
follows that 1 = [a*, b] = [a, b12 for all a, b E K, hence K’ has exponent 2
also. In other words, R is elementary Abelian. 
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Let c= ai and d= [b,,, b ] and e= [a,, b,]. These three lements all 
belong to K’, and as the generator B centralizes K’ it is clear that c= u: 
and d= [bi,bi+,] and e= [q, bi+,] for all i (modulo 7). Next, as 
A -‘a$4 = b& we find also that c = bf for all i. Further, as
and 
A %:A = (b,‘u,‘)2 = b,2a,2[u,‘, b ‘] 
= b:4L-a,, 621 
A-‘a;A = (a;‘b,)* =uy2b:[b,, a;‘] 
= a:b:b,, 631 
it follows that c= [ai, bi+,] and c= [ai, bi] for all i, and then from the 
fact hat 
A- ‘b;A = (6; 1u,‘b,)2 
=b,2a,2b;[u,‘, b;‘][bo, b,‘][b,, a,‘] 
= b:@CXa,, 631 Lb,, &I [a,, b,] 
we deduce that [bi, bi+,] = 1 for all i. On the other hand, conjugating 
commutators by A gives the following: 
A-‘C~,,b,lA=Cb,,b,‘l=Cb,,b,l 
so that [bi, bi+ ,] = c for all i, and 
A-h, &IA = Cb,, b,‘a,‘b,l= Lb,, b31-‘I%, b,l= [a,, &I 
so that [ai, bi+2] = c for all i, and 
A-‘[a,, &IA = Cb;‘, b;W,l= CL bsl-‘Caz, b l= L-a,, &I 
so that [ai, bi+ 1] = c for all i, and 
A-‘[&, b,lA = [a;‘, a,1 = [a,, ~1 
so that [ai, a,, 3] = d for all i, and 
A-‘[b,, b,] A = [us, b,‘u;‘] = [a,, b,] -‘[a,, a,] 
so that [a,, ui+ 2] = cd for all i, and 
A-‘[a,, a,lA = Lb,, a,‘1 = [a,, h,l 
so that [ai, bi+ 6] = cd for all i, and 
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A -‘[a,, u ]A =[b;‘, b;‘u,‘] = [b*, b,] -‘[a,, b ] -I= [a,, b,] 
so that [ai, ai+ i] = cd for all i, and 
A-‘[a,, b,]A= [a;‘, a;‘] = [a,, Us] 
so that [ai, bi+4] = cd for all i, also. 
Summarizing, we have 
c= uj! = bf = [Ui, bi] = [Ui, bi+ ,] = [Ui, bi+*] 
= La,9 bi+3l = CbiY bi+ 11 
and 
d= Cui, a;+~] = Cbi, bi+,I 
and 
and 
e= C”j, bi+51 
(and also [bj, bi+3] = 1) for all i modulo 7. In particular, K’ can be 
generated bythe elements c, d, and e. 
Also we know from the possible presentations forthe Hurwitz group 
G/K that u,u,b,b, ER. Hence, for example, 1 = [u,u,b,b,, b ] = 
[a,, b,][u,, 6,][&, bl][b4, b,] =cec=c*e=e, that is, e= 1. All similar 
calculations give ither the same conclusion, r no new information. (Note: 
also the additional relation collapses, a  in the lemma in Sect. 4, to e = 1.) 
But if we let z= u,u,b,b,, then conjugation by B shows that z= 
uiai+ 36i+Zbi+4 for all i(modulo 7), and conjugation by A forces c = d= 1, 
as follows: First 
z= A-‘zA= A-‘(aou3b,b4)A 
= b,b,‘a,‘b,a3b,‘a,‘bob;‘as 
= u‘j ‘b,u,b,‘u,‘b,b,‘u,, 
but as z = uou3b2b, gives a;’ = zu3b2b4, and as z = u,a4b3b5 gives a;’ = 
Ww,, and as z=u,a,b,b, gives a5 =zb;‘b;‘u;‘, this becomes z= 
zb,b,a,b,u,b,‘zu,b,b,b,b;‘zb,‘b,’a;’, which reduces to z=z’d using 
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the properties of cand d found in the preceding paragraph. Thus z = zd, so 
d is trivial. Similarly 
= b~la~‘a,b~la;‘b,b~lb,‘a,‘b, 
=b;lb~la;lb,b~lb~la-‘b 0 0 
reduces to z = zcd, once we make the substitutions a; ’= za, bob, and 
a;’ = zb,b,a4 and (then) also a4 = za;‘b;‘b~‘, and therefore c = d. 
Thus c = d = e = 1, and it follows that K’ is trivial. In other words, K is 
Abelian! 
As a result, our classification of groups in this ection iscompleted. IfG 
is a Hurwitz group of order less than lo6 with a non-trivial normal sub- 
group K such that K is soluble and G/Kg PSL(2,8), then K is elementary 
Abelian of order 26, 27, or 2*. In each of the first and third cases there is 
just one possible Riemann surface (of genus 385 or 1537 accordingly) on 
which G acts maximally, while in the second case there are three distinct 
presentations, giving three more surfaces (of genus 769). 
6. THE FINAL RESULT 
At last we are in a position to achieve the goals established in the 
introduction. 
Let G be any Hurwitz group of order less than one million. Then we 
know G has a normal subgroup K such that G/K is isomorphic toone of 
the simple groups listed inTable I. In particular, when K is soluble and 
G/K is isomorphic toPSL(2, 7) or PSL(2, 8), all possible presentations for
G are known (together with the genus g of each associated Riemann sur- 
face). 
Well, now suppose that K is soluble, but G/K is isomorphic toone of the 
other groups in Table I. It turns out that in these cases K has to be trivial 
(given the bound on the order of G). To see this, assume the contrary. 
Once again, choose any proper subgroup L of K which is maximal subject 
to being normal in G. As we will show that he Hurwitz group G/L cannot 
exist, we might as well suppose (without loss of generality) hat L is trivial. 
Equivalently, we can for the moment replace G by G/L, and so on. This has 
the effect that K becomes characteristically simp e, and therefore elemen- 
tary Abelian (by the standard argument, as in Section 2.1 of [8]). Now one 
possibility might be that KC Z(G), but in that case we can use the fact hat 
G= G’, together with Propositions 4 and 5, to deduce that 1 Kj =2 and 
G sSL(2, q) where q is odd. This is impossible, for on one hand the 
481/108/l-16 
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Hurwitz group G has more than one involution-if x and y are generators 
of G satisfying x2 = y3 = (xy)’ = 1 then obviously x and y -‘xy are distinct 
involutions-while on the other hand X(2, q) has just one element of 
order 2 (namely the negative of the identity ransformation). Hence 
K &Z(G). In this case C,(K) = K, so the quotient G/K is by the usual 
argument isomorphic toa (perfect) subgroup of Aut K. If 1 KI = p” where p 
is prime, then we find G/K is isomorphic toa subgroup of SL(n, p), and 
therefore ) G/K) divides p”‘” ~‘v2 nZCss,, (p”- 1). Of course if p is odd, 
then n has to be at least 3, in order for SL(n, p) to contain more than one 
involution. But on the other hand, inspection fTable I reveals that 
1 G/K1 3 I PSL(2, 13) I = 1092, whence p” = 1 KI < 916, and so p has to be 
one of 2, 3, 5, or 7. Well, an examination fthe candidates for ) G/K\, in 
the light of the above comments, provides only one possible answer: G/K z 
PSL(2, 13), and I KI = 36. This possibility, however, is outlawed by part (d) 
of Proposition 3. Hence in all cases, we reach a contradiction. 
Thus we may suppose that K is insoluble. 
In this case, we consider any normal series Gi(with I< i 6 n) for G such 
that G, = G and G, = K and each Gi is a proper subgroup of Gjp, chosen 
maximal subject tobeing normal in G. The factors Gip i/G, of such a series 
are characteristically simp e, and apart from G/K itself, at least one of these 
must be insoluble. In particular, this means that G has normal subgroups L 
and M, say, with Mc L c K and such that L/M is isomorphic toa direct 
product of isomorphic non-Abelian simple groups (by Theorem 2.1.4 of 
F31). 
Let us put G = G/M and R = K/M and L = LJM, and see what happens. 
First, he bound on the order of G forces IL ( < 5953, and a check through 
the list of simple groups of small order (in, e.g., [7] or [17]) then tells u
E is isomorphic toeither A, or A, or A, or PSL(3,3), or to PSL(2, q) for 
q = 7, 8, 9, 11, 13, 16, 17, or 19, or possibly tothe direct product A5 x A,. 
(In fact A, 2 PSL(2,9), but this is not important here.) Now in each case, 
Aut t is an extension fL by a soluble group. When L itself is simple, this 
claim is a consequence ofthe Schreier conjecture, now known to be true for 
all non-Abelian simple groups, however, for our purposes it suffices to rely 
on the proof or alternating groups given in Sect. 5 of Chap. II of [lo], and 
the same for projective groups in [20]. Incidentally, the orders of the 
automorphism groups of some of these candidates for T. are given in [18]. 
As for the only other case, namely where L g A, x A,, it is not difficult 
here to see that Aut L is isomorphic toan extension fthe direct product 
S, x S, by a cyclic group of order 2 (whose nontrivial element interchanges 
the factors of L), whence Aut T, contains L as a normal subgroup of 
index 8; in particular, thequotient (Aut L)/t is soluble. Next consider the 
subgroup C= Cc(E). Because Z(L) is trivial (in all cases), we find -- 
1 n C= 1 and therefore the (normal) subgroup LC is a direct product. 
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- -. 
Moreover, under the natural monomorphism from G/C mto Aut L induced 
by conjugation ofthe normal subgroup L by elements of G, the action of L -- - 
itself ispreserved. In particular, LC/C E E/(L n C) z L, and now as also -- 
(G/EC)/(Ec/c) E G/C, we conclude from the above comments concerning 
Aut L that G/‘ILC must be soluble. But this means G/EC cannot be a 
Hurwitz group, so G= EC, and thus actually G is a direct product. As a -- 
consequence, G/E z C and G/C g L, and both of these quotients have to be 
Hurwitz groups! In particular, this forces E to be one of PSL(2,7) or 
PSL(2,8) or PSL(2, 13). Furthermore, as now 1 ZI 2 168, while also -- -- 
1 RI < 5953, we find 1 K/L 1 < 36 and therefore K/L is soluble. Since also 
1 Cl = I G/E I < 5953 it follows that C is an extension by PSL(2,7) or 
PSL(2, 8) or PSL(2. 13) of some soluble group (of order less than 36) and 
by our earlier work we deduce that C is either PSL(2,7) or PSL(2,8) or 
PSL(2, 13) or an extension f(C,)’ by PSL(2,7). Hence we know both the 
factors L and C which make up G. But we can still gofurther: 
Assume that L g PSL(2,7) and also C is either PSL(2,7) or the Hurwitz 
group of order 1344. Then if x and y are generators ofG satisfying 
x2 = y3 = (xy)‘= 1, then the relation (xy-lxy)* = 1 is satisfied (since the 
same property holds in each of the factors L and C); in particular G must 
be a quotient ofthe group (2, 3,7; 8) described inProposition 2, but as the 
latter g oup has just one insoluble composition factor, this is impossible. 
Similarly; if we assume that L z PSL(2, 8) and also C E PSL(2, 8), then 
any generators x, y of G such that x2 = y3 = (xv)’ = 1 must satisfy the same 
presentation as that which defines PSL(2, 8), and again we obtain a con- 
tradiction. 
We will not look at the case where Lg PSL(2, 13) and CE PSL(2, 13), 
because of our bound on the order of G, however it may be noted that here 
we get no contradiction, since PSL(2, 13) has 3 distinct presentations 
in the form (x, y I x2 = y3 = (xy)’ = *+* = 1). Also the case where 
L 1 PSL(2, 13) and 1 C) = 1344 gives too large a value for 1 G (, and can 
therefore be eliminated. 
It follows that G must be isomorphic toone of the direct products below: 
or 
or 
or 
PSL(2,7)xPSL(2,8) 
PSL(2,7)xPSL(2, 13) 
PSL(2,8)xPSL(2, 13) 
PSL(2,8)x H
of order 84672, 
of order 183456, 
of order 550368, 
of order 677376, 
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where H is the Hurwitz group of order 1344. Now on the other hand, each 
of these direct products is in fact aHurwitz group. There are many ways to 
prove this, but perhaps the most illuminating proof is obtained by con- 
sidering ormal subgroups of the (2,3,7) triangle group d. Corresponding 
to each of the groups PSL(2,7), PSL(2,8), PSL(2, 13), and H, there are, 
respectively, 1, 1 3, and 2 normal subgroups of A which give that Hurwitz 
group as quotient. Let us call these normal subgroups S, T, Ui (for 
i = 1, 2, 3) and Vj (for j= 1, 2) accordingly. Now, for instance, it is not dif- 
ficult tosee that ST= A (since T is a maximal normal subgroup of A), and 
then the quotient A/(S n T) has normal subgroups T/(S n T) r ST/S = 
A/S z PSL(2, 7) and S/(S n T) r ST/T = A/T E PSL(2, 8), with these inter- 
secting trivially-in other words, the quotient A/(S n T) is isomorphic to
the direct product PSL(2,7) x PSL(2,8). Similarly each of the normal sub- 
groups Sn Uj (for i= 1, 2, 3) gives a quotient isomorphic toPSL(2, 7) x 
PSL(2, 13), each of the normal subgroups Tn Ui (for i= 1,2,3) gives a
quotient isomorphic to PSL(2,8) x PSL(2, 13), and each of the normal 
subgroups Tn Vi (for j= 1,2) gives a quotient isomorphic to 
PSL(2, 8) x H, where H is the Hurwitz group of order 1344. Hence our 
claim is true. But moreover, from an extension fthe above argument it 
follows that if N is any normal subgroup of A for which A/N is isomorphic 
to one of these direct products, then N is precisely one of the given inter- 
sections. For example, in the case where A/N r PSL(2, 8) x H, then since 
A/N has PSL(2, 8) as a quotient we know N has to contain T, and as A/N 
has H as a quotient we know N 2 V, for some j, whence N I> T n Vi for 
some j. But the subgroups N and T n V, give the same quotient ofA, hence 
they must be equal. On the other hand, Tn VI # Tn V2, for otherwise 
Tn V, c V, n V,, but the latter normal subgroup of A gives the group 
(2,3,7; 8) of order 10752 as quotient, sothis is impossible. Theother cases 
may be treated inthe same way. 
Thus we have not only found four new Hurwitz groups (of order less 
than 106), but also we know for each of these groups the number of distinct 
Riemann surfaces onwhich it acts maximally. Corresponding tothe direct 
product PSL(2,7) x PSL(2,8) there is just one surface, ofgenus 1009, 
while for PSL(2, 7) x PSL(2, 13) there are three distinct surfaces, of genus 
2185, and for PSL(2,8) x PSL(2, 13) there are also three surfaces, of genus 
6553. Finally there are two distinct surfaces ofgenus 8065 which have 
PSL(2,8) x H as their conformal automorphism group. 
We return ow to the situation we had previously: G is any Hurwitz 
group (of order less than one million) with proper normal subgroups K, L, 
M such that ME L c K and LJM is insoluble. If M is trivial, then G has to 
be a direct product of two different Hurwitz groups, as we have just seen. 
Hence we suppose that M # 1. 
We know of course that G/M is one of the possibilities found above, but 
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in fact he bound on 1 G 1 and the hypothesis on M imply that G/M is 
isomorphic either to PSL(2,7) x PSL(2,8) or to PSL(2,7) x PSL(2, 13). 
Accordingly we have either 1Ml < 12 or 1 Ml < 6, and so M must be 
soluble. 
Suppose M @ Z(G). Then by the usual argument we know G/C,(M) is a 
Hurwitz group, isomorphic toa subgroup of Aut M. Given that 1 MI < 12, 
the only possibility can be that M is elementary Abelian of order 8, with 
G/C,(M) g PSL(2,7), and then also C,(M)/Mr PSL(2,8). Putting 
C = C,(M), we see ME Z(C), so Proposition 4 tells us that M s?E C’. In 
particular, C’ must be a proper sugroup of C; but as C’ is also a charac- 
teristic subgroup of C and therefore normal in G, we may form the 
quotient G/C’, and see that this is an extension by PSL(2,7) of the non- 
trivial Abelian group C/C’. Clearly this forces C/C’ g M, so C’ z PSL(2, 8) 
and C is isomorphic tothe direct product c’ x AL On the other hand, let L
be the normal subgroup of G such that MS L and G/L 2 PSL(2,8) with 
L/ME PSL(2,7). It is obvious that L is isomorphic tothe Hurwitz group 
H of order 1344, and in particular, if we consider conjugation fC’ by 
elements of L, then since Aut C’ is a soluble extension fPSL(2,8), we find 
L centralizes C’.Thus G itself isisomorphic tothe direct product C’ x L. 
But this of course is isomorphic to the direct product PSL(2, 8) x H 
already considered! Hence we might as well suppose that ME Z(G) 
instead. 
In this case, let L be the normal subgroup of G such that Mc L and 
G/L r PSL(2,7), with L/M E PSL(2,8) or PSL(2, 13) of course. Assuming 
L #L’ we find G/L’ is an extension byPSL(2, 7) of the nontrivial Abelian 
group L/L’, however this is obviously impossible b cause Mc Z(L). Hence 
L = L’, and in particular A4E L’ n Z(L). Once again we may invoke 
Proposition 4, and we find the only possibility canbe that 1 MI = 2 and 
L g SL(2, 13). On the other hand, the same sort of argument shows that if 
J is the normal subgroup of G for which M s J and G/Jg PSL(2, 13), then 
Jg SL(2,7). Now clearly J and L centralize each other, and also G = JL, 
with Jn L = M c Z(G). Thus G is the central product of J and L with 
respect toM (see [8]). 
The question is, does such a group G occur as a quotient of the (2, 3,7) 
triangle group? We show the answer is yes, as follows: 
First we shall define A =SL(2,7) and B=SL(2, 13), and let F be 
the direct product A x B. Also let w and z be the nontrivial elements of 
Z(A) and Z(B), respectively (these lements being the negatives ofthe 
respective identity transformations), so that A/( w ) E PSL(2,7) and 
B/(z) E PSL(2, 13). Now because PSL(2,7) is a Hurwitz group, there 
exist elements a and c in A such that a4 = c6 = (UC)‘” = 1, with the cosets 
(w ) a and (w ) c generating the quotient A/( w ). Further, ifnecessary we
can replace either or both of a and c by wu and WC, respectively, in order to 
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obtain a4 = c3 = (a~)’ = 1. Of course amust have order 4, with a2 = w, as w 
is the only involution in A. It is also clear that aand c together generate A.
Similarly the group B can be generated by elements b and d such that 
b4 = d3 = (bd)’ = 1, with also b2 = z. Now consider the products ab and cd. 
Since A centralizes B, we find (ab)2 = a2b2 = wz, and also (cd)3 = c3 d3 = 1, 
and (ubcd)‘= (acbd)‘= (uc)‘(bd)‘= 1. Moreover, if E is the subgroup of F 
generated byab and cd, then since 
E/(A n E) g AEJA = (A(ub, cd))/A = (Ab, Ad)IA = (A (6, d))/A 
= AB/A g B/(A n B) g B g SL(2, 13) 
and 
= AB/B g A/(A n B) g A % SL(2,7), 
we see that 1 A n E) is at least 168 and 1 Bn E 1 is at least 1092. Of course it 
then follows that A n E = A and Bn E = B, since neither SL(2,7) nor 
SL(2, 13) has a subgroup of index 2, and from this we get F= AB = 
(A n E)(Bn E) E E, so that E= F. In other words F is generated by the 
elements ab and cd. Next we let R be the subgroup of F generated bythe 
central element wz. Obviously the subgroups AR and BR centralize each 
other, and as w =z-‘WZE BR and z = w-‘zw E AR, it follows that 
AR n BR = (w, z) = Z(F). Now define G = FIR, and let x and y be the 
images in G of the elements ub and cd. Then of course (x, y ) = G, and 
furthermore it is not difficult to see that G is the central product of its ub- 
groups AR/R and BR/R with respect toZ(F)/R. But also as (ub)2 = wz E R 
and (cd)3 = (ubcd)‘= 1, we find that x2 = y3 = (xy)’ = 1, so G is a Hurwitz 
group! 
Note what this means in terms of the intersections Sn Ui (for i= 1,2, 3) 
of the normal subgroups of A mentioned earlier. Because there are three 
possible presentations that can be satisfied by the generators (z) b and 
(z)d for the group B/(z)gPSL(2, 13), and we are free to make the 
appropriate choice, for each i there has to be a normal subgroup Ni of A 
such that Ni c Sn Ui and A/N, is isomorphic toG. On the other hand, for 
each i there can be no more than one such Ni, or else the intersection of 
any two of them would be a normal subgroup of index 4 in Sn Ui, and 
then the corresponding quotient of A would be an extension by 
PSL(2,7) xPSL(2, 8) of a group of order 4, a possibility that has already 
been eliminated. 
Thus we have one new Hurwitz group, of order 366912, and it acts 
maximally on three distinct Riemann surfaces, of genus 4369. 
Our classification is now complete, and as a result we have the following: 
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THEOREM. Suppose g is an integer in the range 1 < g < 11905 for which 
there xists at least one compact Riemann surface of genus g with 84(g- 1) 
conformal automorphisms. Then g is one of 3, 7, 14, 17, 118, 129, 146, 385, 
411, 474, 687, 769, 1009, 1025, 1459, 1537, 2091, 2131, 2185, 2663, 3404, 
4369,4375, 433, 5489,6553, 7201, 8065, 8193, 8589, 11626, or 11665. Con- 
versely, to each of these values for g there corresponds atleast one surface 
with the required properties, and moreover there are precisely 92distinct sur- 
faces which arise in this way. 
Most of the values for g and the numbers of associated surfaces are given 
in Tables Iand II, except hat we should note that here are 8 distinct sur- 
faces corresponding to the case g = 1025 (with 4 of these coming from 
Sect. 4) and similarly 13distinct surfaces when g = 8193 (with 8 of these 
coming from Sect. 4). As for the remaining cases, recall that Section 4 also 
provided one surface of genus 4375, and from Section 5 we obtained one 
surface ofgenus 385, three of genus 769, and one of genus 1537, and finally 
this ection produced one of genus 1009, three of genus 2185, three of 
genus 4369, three of genus 6553, and two of genus 8065. 
Incidentally, we might as well point out an error in the paper [19], 
where it was claimed that there is a surface of genus 55 with maximal 
automorphism group. This claim was based on the (incorrect) assumption 
of the existence ofa Hurwitz extension by PSL(2,7) of an elementary 
Abelian group of order 27-this is of course not allowed by Proposition 8. 
From a different viewpoint, we have the following: 
THEOREM. Suppose G is a Hurwitz group of order less than one million. 
Then either 
(a) G is one of the simple groups listed in Table Z, 
(b) G is an extension by PSL(2,7) of an Abelian group K as given in 
Table ZZ, 
(c) G is an extension by PSL(2,7) of an extra-special group of order 
3’ or a metabelian group of order 29 or 212 (as in Sect. 4), 
(d) G is an extension by PSL(2,8) of an elementary Abelian group of 
order 26, 2’, or 28 (as in Sect. 5), 
(e) G is a direct product of two of the groups PSL(2,7), PSL(2,8), 
PSL(2, 13), or an extension by PSL(2,7) x PSL(2,8) of an elementary 
Abelian group of order 8, or 
(f) G is the central product of the groups SL(2,7) and SL(2, 13) with 
respect o the subgroup generated by the product of their involutions. 
Of course the structure ofG is not described xplicitly in cases (bk(e). 
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The details are too many to be summarized here, but may be found in [23 
and in the earlier parts of this paper. 
A sequel is planned, in which we shall produce a similar list of groups, 
each group acting maximally on some surface but in such a way that half 
its elements induce homeomorphisms which reverse the surface’s orien- 
tation. Such groups are said to have minimal genus. 
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